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CHOREOGRAPHY FOR THE CAMERA: AN HISTORICAL,
CRITICAL, AND EMPIRICAL STUDY
V ana Patrice C arter, M.A.
W estern M ichigan University, 1992

This study investigates w hether a dance ch oreographer’s lack o f know ledge
o f film, television, or video theory and technology, particularly th e capabilities of
the cam era and m ontage, restricts choreographic com m unication via these media.
First, several film and television choreographers w ere surveyed. Second, the
literature was analyzed to determ ine the evolution o f dance on film and television
(from the choreographers’ perspective). Third, shooting and editing theories that
maximize kinesthesis w ere examined.
T h ree prim aiy conclusions w ere drawn: (1) Historically, choreographers of
critically acclaim ed film o r television products seem ed to u nderstand m ajor princi
ples for shooting and m ontage; (2) choreographers who expanded th eir know ledge
o f film o r television production theory and technology ten d ed to assum e m ore
control over directing and editing; and (3) m ost of the surveyed choreographers
perceived the com m unicative value of th eir dances to increase with their increased
participation in aspects o f production o th er than dance. Five secondary conclu
sions describe desirable conditions for quality dance and film, television, o r video
productions.
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CHAPTER I

IN T R O D U C T IO N

"The D ance is an anim ate com position in space.

D ancing is m ovem ent

m ade significant; technique [is] used to express spiritual content in intelligible
form" (A rm itage, 1969, p. 1).
"The function o f dance is communication.... Com m unication is n o t m eant
to tell a story or to project an idea, but to com m unicate experience by m eans of
action and perceived by action" (Armitage, 1969, pp. 83-84).
Early in my perform ing career, I found myself w ondering why a dance was
shot for film o r television from a particular perspective when the dance had not
been choreographed to be viewed from that perspective. T he lim itations o r p e r
spective of the cam era seem ed frustrating.

Artistic statem ents com m unicated

through the choreography w ere often lost in the transform ation of the dance from
the rehearsal studio to the television set. I blam ed the director. I im agined how
upset the choreographer m ust have been to see how the television version failed
to reveal the visual intent of th e movement.
D ancers w ere often upset because they w ere fram ed o r edited out o f scenes.
M any times the am ount o f energy they had put into their dancing was not evident.
Som e dances seem ed to have been "ruined" because of inappropriate filming
m ethods or editing. This caused dancers to be disappointed with the finished

1
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product. T he director shot w hat he/she w anted to shoot, and we w ere n o t to
expect the choreographer’s perspective to be shown. I personally settled into the
notion that "that was just the way things were."
D uring the rehearsal o f my first television special, the director cam e in,
giving notes to his assistant while watching us perform the com plete dance
routines.
spacing.

The choreographer described the effects of the costum es and the
T he director cam e back another day and called cues to his assistant

while we perform ed the routines. Later, the choreographer told us to perform
for the studio audience and n o t to be concerned with the cam eras. W e w ere told
the cam era view would be randomly changing. W e w ere told n o t to look into the
cam era. W e w ere not told w here the cam eras would be. I concluded that the
choreographer really did not know what was going on.

It was no w onder the

dance scenes seen la ter on television replays w ere so disappointing to many of us.
Such experiences led me to think that the choreographer eith er trusted the
director or that choreographers did not care w hat happened to the dance once
it was choreographed. From w hat I could surmise, choreographers did not stage
the movements to be filmed in a specific way. It was usually staged to be p e r
form ed in one direction. It was the director who m ade cam era angle and shot
decisions.
I questioned how a choreographer could allow any dancer to be cropped out
of a fram e. It was difficult for m e to understand why our intricate footw ork was
ignored in favor of m edium close-ups of our upper bodies. I was told by dancers,
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who had b een in the business longer than me, th at som etim es entire dances did
n o t appear in the final version o f many feature films, th at dance sequences are
often left on the cutting room floor.
T he stage choreographer has quite a bit o f control over the final form in
which the dance is presented. T he dance is choreographed for the proscenium
arch. T he view of the w ork is from one angle, th at beyond the proscenium wall.
T he choreographer stages the work with that single factor in mind. Theatrical
stage o r concert ctage choreography was created for a clearly defined point of
view.
F resh out o f college, I could n o t understand why such artists com prom ised
their work. Was it solely for th e m oney they w ere able to earn? Fortunately, I
began to w ork for choreographers who w ere also directors, and oth er choreogra
phers who appeared to w ork closely with directors. These choreographers were
active in the production process. They provided the dancers direction for the
cam era. O ne choreographer even videotaped rehearsals. O thers choreographed
in segm ents to allow for editing. Some knew ahead o f tim e w here the cam eras
w ould be and w hen the view w ould b e switched from one cam era to another.
They were, therefore, able to help us rehearse with an awareness of the position
o f the cam era prior to shooting the dance. Because these choreographers had
directing abilities, in time, I could alm ost envision the end product. I adm ired
those with perceptions o f the w hole as well as parts of the production.
I was fortunate enough to have w orked with a couple o f choreographers
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who directed and choreographed good dances for film and television. W hether
o r not they had form al training o r a technical background in film or television
production, I did n o t know. I postulated that m ore production knowledge could
be the answ er to improving the aesthetic com m unication o f dance on film or
television.
Each choreographer handled his o r h er role differently.

Many found it

necessary to m ake suggestions to the director in o rd er to p resen t parts o f the
dance in a certain way. O thers w ere m ore reluctant. Some w ere not given the
opportunity to m ake suggestions. T he experienced television choreographers had
learned to choreograph m ovem ent that was visually effective from several angles.
O ften m ovem ents w ere changed o r adjusted during shooting w hen the selected
cam era angle did not com plem ent the choreography.

Still, I found it hard to

understand how or why choreographers would create dances and then risk allow
ing their work to be changed by those insensitive to dance. Later, I began to
perceive these artists as victims, as opposed to my earlier perception of them as,
m ore or less, apathetic sellouts. They w ere individuals with a sense of artistic
integrity, but for the m ost part, they seem ed to lack film o r television skills,
resources, o r political savvy. I observed that the choreographers, who w ere able
to direct or collaborate with a director, either knew m ore about the m edia or they
knew the right director who asked their advice.
It was not until after I had personally choreographed for television that I
truly began to understand the value of technical knowledge. In the com m ercial
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film and television industry, dances w ere learned and rehearsed in a very short
period of tim e and shot as quickly as possible.
Could it b e that some film and television choreographers w ere unable to
com m unicate fully their ideas because of w hat they did not know about the p ro 
duction process? It was at this point that I began to search beyond my personal
experiences and observations. I knew that all dance on film and television was
not miscom m unicated. As my understanding of the production process increased,
so did my curiosity.
My desire to help preserve the artistic value o f an original choreographic
idea forced m e to w ant to examine the involvement o f the choreographer in the
film and television production process, and to examine production practices. It
becam e im portant to m e to find out how past choreographers w ere able to p ro 
duce quality work. In addition, investigating today’s film and television choreog
raphers’ m eans of bringing their vision of dance to life appeared to be a way to
determ ine how things had evolved.
My concerns w ere the im petus for this study and led m e to propose the fol
lowing statem ent of the problem .

S tatem ent of the Problem

A dance choreographer’s lack of knowledge o f film, television, or video
theory and technology, particularly the capabilities of the cam era and m ontage,
restricts choreographic com m unication via the film, television, or video m edium .
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In o rd er to focus on this problem , I set about to answ er the following
questions:
1. W hat has characterized, historically, the relationship betw een the chore
ographer and th e film and television production process?
2. W hat shooting and editing theories would m ost benefit the film and tele
vision choreographer?
3. W hat encom passes today’s choreographers’ perceptions and know ledge
regarding film, television, and/or video production process for dance?

D efinitions

T he following definitions serve to clarify the use of certain term s throughout
this thesis.
C horeographer: T he com poser, arranger, and director o f dance m ovem ent.
C ollaboration: W hen television/film w orkers w ork jointly and the responsi
bility for decisions is divided.
Continuity: M atching th e precise relationship of tim e and/or space from
one shot to the next.
D ance: (a) To move the body rhythmically, and (b) any o rd ered o r random
succession of movem ents.
D irecto r: O ne who directs the talent and is responsible for developing the
look and sound of th e film or videotape.
Dynamic articulation: A n edit w here (a) one o f th e two shots displays a
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moving cam era o r subject/object, (b) both shots display m ovem ent, and (c) the
speed o f m ovem ent varies because of the cam era’s distance to the subject/object
from one shot to the other.
Editing: T he selection a n i assembly o f shots in a logical sequence.
F/T/V & D : This acronym will be utilized throughout this docum ent to
abbreviate the phrase Film/Television/Video and D ance, which refers, collectively,
to any dance and film product, dance and television product, dance and video
product, dance and film and television product, or dance and video and television
product.
K inesthesia:

T he sensation of bodily tension or m ovem ent perceived

through nerve ends in the muscles, tendons, and joints.
P erm utation: T he arrangem ent o f subjects/objects, or the perspective of the
arrangem ent o f subjects/objects in a shot.
Static articulation: An edit from one static shot of static subjects/objects to
another shot of static subjects/objects.
T hree stages o f film and television production:

(1) Pre-production/

p re p a ra tio n -th e phase of production when planning, budgeting, financing, sche
duling, scripting, organizing and rehearsing are accomplished; (2) production/
sh o o tin g -th e phase of production when the images and sounds are inscribed on
the film or videotape; and (3) post-production/assem bly-the phase o f production
when various shots and sounds are assembled, and the final p roduct is distributed.
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Preview
T he rem ainder o f this thesis contains an identification of the research
m ethodologies in C hapter II. C hapter III presents the findings of the research
conducted, including a summary of: (a) the historical relationship betw een the
choreographer and the film and television production process; (b) the theoretical
inform ation that would m ost benefit the film and television choreographer; and
(c) the results o f a field survey adm inistered to present-day choreographers.
Finally, C hapter IV summarizes the thesis with a qualitative analysis of the
research findings.

C hapter IV ends with specific recom m endations regarding

choreography for the camera.
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C H A P T E R II

M ETH O D S

This ch ap ter addresses th e m ethodology used to investigate the statem ent
o f the problem p resented in C hapter I. Two research procedures w ere used in
this study. First, an historical and critical review o f the literature was conducted.
This review was done to characterize the relationship betw een the choreographer
and the film and television production process, and to analyze theories on film
and video th at would m ost benefit the choreographer. T he historical and critical
review addressed questions 1 and 2 o f the problem statem ent. Second, a survey
was given to working choreographers to assess their attitudes and knowledge
regarding film/television/video and dance (F/T/V & D ) products. T he field survey
was conducted to analyze question 3 o f the problem statem ent.
T he historical/critical analysis identified the roles of the choreographers as
well as the film, television, or video m ethods m ost successfully utilized. T he sur
vey m ethod attem pted to identify: (a) what today’s choreographers know about
film and television production, (b) how they w ork in these m edia, and (c) what
their perceptions are regarding the use of the film/video m edia for dance.

P rocedures

T he researcher

reviewed

and

analyzed

th e

literature,

designed a

9
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questionnaire, tested the questionnaire in a pilot study, adm inistered the question
naire, and analyzed the data.

T he Review Process

T he early stages of this research project involved a review and analysis of
the dance, film, and television literature.

Six criteria w ere used to select the

literature for review. T o be reviewed, the literature had to deal with:
1.

Choreographic m ethods and theories for choreographing original dance

for film and/or television;
2.

C horeographic m ethods and theories for adapting dance, originally chor

eographed for the proscenium arch, for film and/or television;
3. Film and television/video directing and editing m ethods and theories for
dance;
4. Basic cam era direction theories or techniques;
5. Basic film/television theories o r techniques; and
6. Basic film and television/video aesthetics, m ethods, and theories used to
enhance the m ovem ent of subjects/objects and gestures.
The analysis synthesized the theories and m ethods applied to (and those
potentially applicable for) choreographing, directing, and editing dance for the
film, television, or video media.
T he first step in the literature review process was to review thesis and disser
tation abstracts. Five sources w ere sought through the Inter-Library Loan system.
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T hese sources w ere abandoned because they failed to m eet th e review criteria.
Next, film and television magazines and journals w ere reviewed. T hese sources
contained som e inform ation that m et the review criteria.

D ance magazines,

books, journals, and film and television books supplied the bulk o f inform ation
reviewed for this thesis.
Interestingly, there w ere two columns th at ap p eared m onthly in D ance
M agazine which covered dance on film and television, b u t inform ation regarding
the choreographing process o r the filming and/or videotaping production process
was deficient. "Dance in the Movies" (Knight, 1958, 1960) appeared in D ance
M agazine until the mid-1960s. "On Television" by A nn Barzel appeared in D ance
M agazine from 1950 to 1960. B oth K night’s and B arzel’s m onthly accounts of the
num erous dance sequences in the m edia during that tim e rarely critiqued the
quality of the whole film/dance o r the television/dance product.
A n article by A llegra F uller Snyder (1965) entitled "Three Kinds of D ance
Film" m et the review criteria and provided thorough and critical views o f F/T/V
& D. This piece provided the study with a w ealth o f inform ation.
T h ere was a limited num ber of books u n d er the topic o f dance that provided
a perspective of choreography for the cam era. Several books m ade m ention of
dance in the Hollywood musicals; however, such sources failed to m eet the review
criteria. R obert C oe (1985) in D ance in A m erica provided short descriptions of
som e filming and choreographing processes em ployed for dance adaptations for
the film m edium .

C oe’s book, D ance in A m erica (1985), and D ance in the
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Hollywood Musical by Jero m e D elam ater (1981) w ere extrem ely helpful to this
study.

Each p resented the film and/or television choreographers’ role, some

filming and videotaping m ethods and theories used for dance, as well as the
choreographing m ethods and theories used by specific film choreographers.
T he journal D ance Perspectives also proved to be valuable. In particular,
Cine-dance. volum e 30, discussed the theories and m ethods o f both dance film
m akers and choreographers. This source m et each of the review criteria.
O nce sources had been identified, notes from the dance literature w ere
analyzed. C horeographers’ F/T/V & D innovations and philosophies w ere exa
m ined and organized in two ways: (1) to state specific choreographic m ethods
and theories for choreographing and adapting dance for film o r video, and (2) to
identify film or video directing and editing m ethods em ployed by dance choreog
raphers and directors. T he summary of this analysis describes w hat has character
ized, historically, the relationship betw een the choreographer and the film and
television production process.
F our predom inant sources on film and television supplied the basic theories
used to enhance the two-dimensional view of gesture or moving objects/subjects:
(1) Film As A rt by R udolf A rnheim (1957); (2) Theory of Film Practice by Noel
Burch (1969); (31 T he Film Sense by Sergei Eiscnstein (1975); and (4) Television
Production H andbook by H erb ert Z ettl (1984). Inform ation from these sources
was analyzed to p resen t principles for using film, television, or video effectively.
U se of the cam era and editing theories w ere given prim ary attention by the
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researcher.

Summary o f Review Process

D ance, m otion picture, and television publications w ere investigated. T he
inform ation obtained established the historical relationship betw een dance and
film, dance and television, and the basic theories that would m ost benefit the film
and television choreographer. T h e historical/critical review encom passed inform a
tion collection, inform ation analysis, and inform ation synthesis (according to the
pre-established review criteria) to determ ine the traditional relationship betw een
the choreographer and the visual m edia production process, and to extract signifi
cant concepts potentially usable for enhancing choreographic com m unication
through F/T/V & D.

Q uestionnaire

A n open- and closed-ended questionnaire was developed to assess today’s
choreographers’ experience, knowledge, and perception regarding F/T/V & D
products. T he instrum ent was divided into four sections: P art I, "Your C horeo
graphic Background"; P art II, "Your Typical W orking Situation"; P art III, "Your
Feelings R egarding Production M ethods and Techniques"; and P art IV, "Your
Suggestions for Improving Production M ethods and Techniques." Sections II, III
and IV concentrated on: directing, editing, and choreographing, during the plan
ning stage of production; directing and choreographing, during the rehearsal stage
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of production; and the editing stage of production.

T he purpose o f the

instrum ent was to assess what today’s choreographers know about the F /T/V &
D production processes, how they w ork with these media, and w hat th eir percep
tions are regarding the use o f the F/T/V & D m edia for dance.

Pilot Study

Prior to adm inistering the questionnaire, a pilot study was conducted. The
pilot study was designed to tailor the content and the structure o f the question
naire so it could be understood by professional choreographers. T h e pilot study
also attem pted to eliminate bias, if any, in the instrum ent.

Five professional

choreographers w ere sent an initial questionnaire and w ere asked in a telephone
interview to provide feedback on the structure and co n ten t o f the instrum ent.

Participants

T he participants in the survey were dance choreographers who have m ade
choreographic contributions to film, television, and/or video features, docum en
taries, series, specials, commercials, music videos, and instructional or educational
program s. T o find such people, a list of the nam es and addresses of professional
choreographers was compiled. Several sources w ere contacted by mail and te le
phone.

Sixty-six nam es and addresses w ere collected from the telephone

directoiy, the researcher’s personal telephone book, and personal contacts. These
personal

contacts

included

choreographer

Susan

Scanlan;

A ssistant

to

C horeographer/D irector Kenny O rtega, G reg Smith; Producer, Judy Kinbert; a
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representative from Creative A rtists Agency, Los Angeles, California; and the
Stage D irectors and C horeographers Guild. T he final draft o f the instrum ent was
m ailed or delivered to 66 choreographers. Tw enty-three questionnaires w ere sent
to dance studios in New York, New Y ork and Los Angeles, California.

Summary of C hapter II

Two research m ethods w ere used in this study. First, an historical/critical
analysis was conducted to establish what has historically characterized the rela
tionship betw een the choreographer and the film and television production p ro 
cess, and to determ ine w hat theoretical inform ation would m ost benefit the film
and television choreographer.

Second, a field survey was conducted to assess

w hat today’s choreographers know about the film and television production p ro 
cess, how they w ork with these media, and w hat their perceptions are regarding
the use of the film/video m edia for dance.
A review of the dance, film, and television literature revealed a limited
num ber of sources which accurately m et the review criteria. T h ree dance sources
provided inform ation regarding choreographic m ethods and theories for choreo
graphing dance for film and/or television; choreographic m ethods and theories for
adapting dance, originally choreographed for the proscenium arch, for film and/or
television; and film and television directing and editing m ethods and theories for
dance. Primarily, four film and television publications w ere relied on to sum m ar
ize basic film and television theories used to enhance the m ovem ent of subjects/
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objects and gestures.
A questionnaire was developed based on inform ation found in th e review
process. T he instrum ent focused on today’s choreographers’ experience, know 
ledge, and perception regarding F/T/V & D products. T he questionnaire was
m ailed o r hand delivered to 66 professional film and/or television choreographers
and 23 dance studios.
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C H A P T E R III

R ESU LTS

This chapter is divided into two parts. P art I contains the results o f the
historical/critical analysis. This analysis addresses questions num ber 1 and 2 of
the problem statem ent:
1. W hat has characterized, historically, the relationship betw een the ch o re
ographer and the film and television production process?
2.

W hat shooting and editing theories would m ost benefit the film and te le

vision choreographer?
P art II contains the results of the survey and exam ines question num ber 3
o f the problem statem ent:
3.

W hat encom passes today’s choreographers’ perceptions and knowledge

regarding film', television, and/or video production processes for dance?

P art I: Historical/Critical Analysis

Film /Television/Video and D ance Types

Prior to the invention o f the moving picture, the perform ing arts w ere
staged with a live audience in mind. T he m edium of th e ater and the m edium of
film o r television posed different choreographic challenges. T he musical th eater
17
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form at provided an im petus for dance on film, even though dance is choreo
graphed for the proscenium , in th eater (D elainater, 1981).
M any choreographers gained their initial experience choreographing for the
theatrical stage (creating dances for musical theater, concert, nightclubs, or
vaudeville) before they choreographed for the m edia o f film or television. Chang
ing the choreographic perspective was n o t always a successful accom plishm ent for
many choreographers who m ade the transition from the theatrical stage to film
or television.

D elam ater (1981), Coe (1985), Knight (1958), Snyder (1965),

Com pton (1968), and M askey (1966) have all analyzed the successes and failures
of F /T fV & D products o f theatrical stage choreographers who w ere n o t familiar
with a cam era’s perspective.
In their analyses, Snyder (1965) and Com pton (1968) have indicated that
there are th ree types of dance on film/videotape. First, they note that the dance
has been filmed and videotaped for the purpose of preserving a record of the
choreography in o rd er to reconstruct a dance at a later date. T he first type is
essentially an audio-visual form of notation. T he second type is the docum entary/
adaptation. T he teaching film/videotape is included in this second type. Third,
filmmakers and choreographers have w orked toward integrating the different art
form s to attain a shared product which sustains the integrity o f both the art of
film making and the art o f dance making: choreo-cinem a.
"Cine-dance" (discussed thoroughly below) was an o th er term attributed to
the shared product. D uring th e 1950s and early 1960s, through the cine-dances,
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filmmakers, dancers, and choreographers collaborated to m ake film dances. The
em phasis in cine-dance was on the augm entation o f the film m edium to create a
dance of both film and dance elem ents (Snyder, 1965).
G ene Kelly, one o f the influential choreographer/directors in the era of the
Hollywood musical, im plem ented many changes in how dance is shot and edited
on film (D elam ater, 1981). His work was not considered experim ental though he
utilized techniques for dance that w ere revolutionary. Kelly m ade the third type
o f F /T fV & D product by creating a fusion of dance and film.
The second type, the docum entary, does n o t incorporate properties inherent
in both the first and the third type of F /T/V & D: it is n o t a notation o f a dance
and it is not th e fusion o f dance and film. T he docum entary is an adaptation of
a dance, originally choreographed for the proscenium audience’s perspective,
choreographed for th e film/television audience’s perspective. T he goal in ad ap t
ing the dance to the film/television m edia is to allow the choreographed m ove
m ents and ideas to be absorbed by the viewer w ithout drawing his/her attention
to the film making o r television making techniques.
T he PBS series "Dance in America" (Coe, 1985) provided television audi
ences aesthetically pleasing presentations of ballets and m odern dances that were
originally choreographed for the concert stage. M any o f the F red A staire dance
sequences w ere successful adaptations from the th eater perspective to the cam 
e ra ’s perspective. T he majority of the dances on television variety shows w ere
adapted from a proscenium perspective, either because they w ere being
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perform ed for a studio audience or because they w ere originally set for the con
cert stage. In both cases, th e variety show adaptation o f dance for television
rarely produced what Snyder defined as true docum entary dance (Snyder, 1965).
Simply filming from either front or back does n o t satisfactorily record the
p attern and positions of the dancers in relation to the depth and width of
the stage area. F o r this one needs an overhead cam era shooting directly
down, preferably on a stage m arked with unit m easures (as a graph) so that
relative positions can be m ore clearly noted and also related to the other
cam era angles (p. 34).
Close-ups can also provide details that cannot be captured in wide shots.
Snyder em phasized that footage shot for notating purposes cannot be used to p ro 
duce a docum entary, because th e m aterial would be "tedious and boring" (p. 36).
It practically destroys the pow er and spirit of dance. Setting one stationary
cam era that com pletely covers the stage is a sufficient way to record a dance,
although accurate notating is a much m ore involved process.
N ot provided with a specific label, although clearly described by Snyder
(1965) and C om pton (1968) in the literature, is a fourth type of F /T /V & D. It
is essentially a coupling of dance with film, or dance with videotape. In many
cases, the director plans to shoot and edit a dance w ithout an understanding of
the communicative purpose of the choreography and the choreographer choreo
graphs a dance without an understanding of the artistic capabilities of the F/T/V
& D media. This fourth type occurs when the purpose for the F/T/V & D p ro 
duct is not clearly defined. Maya D eren (1967) describes w hat tends to occur:
W hen, however, a m otion picture cam era has been brought to dance,
the film m aker usually feels com pelled to take advantage o f the
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m obility o f the cam era. Consequently, th e m ore successful the chore
ographer has b een in composing in theatrical term s, the m ore his care
fully w orked out patterns are destroyed by the restiveness o f a cam era
which bobs into th e wings, onto the stage for a close-up, u p to th e raf
ters, down to the orchestra pit. In m ost dance films the dancer, know
ing little o f the possibilities o f the cam era and cutting, works in term s
o f theatrical com position; the film-maker, knowing little about theatri
cal choreographic integrity, refuses to sit still and concerns him self
with photographic-pictorial effects which usually have nothing to do
with the intentions of th e dancer. T he usual unsatisfactory resu lt is
neither fish n o r fowl, it is n either good film n o r good dance (cited in
Snyder, 1965, p. 38).

Evolution of the A daptation

T h ere w ere som e ballet and m odern dance choreographers who had m ade
film recordings o f their dances prior to and during the cine-dance era. M artha
G raham adapted proscenium works for film in 1947. Jose Lim on adapted works
in 1949. D uring the early stages of film the dancer/choreographer was fascinated
by film products because the dance could be preserved. T he early film clips of
D oris H um phrey, Isadora D uncan, A nna Pavlova, and R uth St. D enis have not
b een critically ignored. These records date back to the 1930s and are considered
historic treasures.
Dance/film works w ere valued due to the credibility o f the dancers who
appeared on film, not because o f the credibility o f the filming process. A lthough
M artha G raham ’s "Appalachian Spring" was described as a good attem pt at adapt
ing the choreographer’s true intentions and feelings, and was originally choreo
graphed into the concert stage version of the dance, th e purpose for this dance
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film was unclear. A nother unsuccessful attem p t at the docum entary of a dance
was the film o f Jose Lim on’s "The M oor’s Pavane." T he resulting p roduct was
p a rt adaptation and p art choreo-cinem a and p resen ted a dance that was very dif
feren t than the one Lim on choreographed for the concert stage (Snyder, 1965).
T he dances aired on television, historically, w ere a variety o f all four types
o f F/T/V & D products, even though the purpose, clearly, was to adapt prosce
nium choreographed dances. Television aired a great deal of dance up until the
1970s.

N ational E ducation Television (N ET) had fine arts program m ing.

C anadian television had a dance program with hosts such as H anya H olm and
K atherine D unham , w here collaborative efforts w ere m ade to secure the artistic
integrity of the dance through docum entaries (Venza, 1965). T h ere w ere som e
problem s that did occur from time to time in these program s, yet eventually
solutions w ere attem pted.
It was soon realized that a dance contrived for the proscenium arch
stage assum ed a vastly different shape on the television screen, and
th at the elem entaiy need to obtain visual focus and to be selective led
to im portant, and invariably damaging, alterations in the b allet’s rhy
thm and value. O nce, however, the producer-directors began earnestly
to study the principles o f dance form and style and to appreciate too
that in good television the cam era "participates" in the action, a con
spicuous im provem ent in the general approach followed (TV D ance
in Canada, 1957, p. 42).
T he experiences G eorge Balanchine, ballet choreographer, had working in
Canadian television w ere positive.

H e felt Canadian television (which was

non-com m ercial) had a sense of responsibility.

However, Balanchine (Snyder,

1965) was concerned with the program "Television and Ballet" because television
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producers did n o t seem to be disturbed that w hat cam e across had po o r quality,
which happened to take away from the pleasure of watching the dance. H e did
not like the distortion of lines, m ovem ent, the assembly o f certain ideas of m ove
m ent, and bodies. T he distortions w ere not perceived as an inherent quality of
the television medium . Balanchine felt com mercial television producers did not
p u t enough tim e and thought into the preparation for shooting dance; he believed
film did. Snyder (1965) quotes him as saying:
If you w ant to p resent ballets on television...then, I think you should
tam per with them as little as possible. Y ou should film them as far as
possible the way they are on stage. In oth er words, I think th ere
should be a minimum o f fancy cam era work. It should be like a spec
tato r who goes into the th e ater and gets him self a good seat and stays
in it-d o e s n ’t keep jum ping up and down and distracting everybody (p.
38).
T he netw ork pow er structure for Balanchine was a bother, in that when
problem s occurred, he could n o t find the person to confront. T he num ber one
boss was in fact the sponsor, who was not a person. Balanchine found no m atter
how promising a television project appeared to be during the planning stages, by
the end, the artistic considerations w ere swallowed up.
T here was a time when dance received a trem endous am ount of mass m edia
exposure. D ances w ere choreographed for program s as fillers o r to feature the
host. T he dances choreographed for television w ere generally staged for a p ro 
scenium perspective because th ere was a studio audience, which was not a factor
with early dance on film.
P ete r G ennaro, a television choreographer from the late 1950s through the
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1970s, found the key to his approach was to simplify th e dance for shooting.
T hrough experience, he gained an understanding o f the television medium.
G ennaro p referred television (Stern, 1970). H e did not have to w ork with large
groups of dancers, and he did not have to teach them hard steps. H e felt that
teaching unison sequences was a basic requirem ent and w orked b est for the
m edium .
In the early years o f television, directors shot dance th e sam e as they shot
everything else. It was shot with the standard form at for live television which
used three cam eras and on-the-spot editing (switching). T he standard television
shooting form at actually provided one good angle, th e "front" angle. F o r dance,
particularly dances with three o r m ore dancers, the standard television shooting
form at was resourceless, in that, the cen ter cam era captured a proscenium p e r
spective and the o th er cam eras m erely provided visual variety.
M any m odern dance choreographers w ere able to have th eir choreography
aired on com m ercial television variety shows betw een the late 1950s and the early
1960s. Alwin Nikolais’ company, The 29th S treet Playhouse, was frequently fea
tured, as well as dancers from the A m erican B allet T heater. T he Alvin Ailey
D ance Com pany appeared on variety shows. D ance was on television as adapta
tions although little effort was placed into the enhancem ent of the choreography
through the television medium.
T he Eighth Art: Tw enty-three views of television today (O ’D oherty, 1962)
presents Brian O ’D oherty’s view of "Art on Television." H e suggests th at greater
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effort is n eeded to capture art, with quality, on television. Television involving
art as opposed to television "on" art can generate the capacity to personalize and
summarize.

Ideally, O ’D oherty (1962) feels the dance artist should write the

scripts and the cam era directions. H e finds p art of the problem is unity of con
ception, which is rare in television program s. T he other part, the problem with
television art, is the delim itation o f cam era m ovem ent and intimacy with the art
work. T h e cam era cannot be static, O ’D oherty believes it m ust be used creatively.
H e said, "These movements can themselves be an education in how to see"
(O ’D oherty, 1962, p. 114).
In 1976 the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) received funding from the
National Endow m ent for the A rts, the Exxon Corporation, and the Corporation
for Public Broadcasting to produce the series "Dance in America." D ance was
adapted for television successfully. Ballet and m odern dance choreographers were
faced with the job of adapting theatrical stage work(s) for the new medium.
These adaptations involved the following:

altering the spatial relationships of

dancers, reducing large groupings to sm aller ones; changing the direction o f tra
veling m ovem ents, and/or re-choreographing m ovem ents altogether. T he goal was
to p resent the television audience with quality dance program m ing (Coe, 1985).
Ideal circumstances occurred with the "Dance in America" series: the ch o re
ographer had the cooperation o f both the producer and the director. This collab
orative effort helped choreographers becom e attuned to the view of the dance
that is presented through the cam era and editing.

In adapting their pieces,
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choreographers w ere provided the assistance, orientation, and staff necessary to
successfully produce docum entaries o f their works. Coe (1985), author of D ance
in A m erica, a literary docum entation o f the PBS series as well as b allet and
m odern dance in the U nited States, found that the series provided th e kind of
precise cam era w ork possible u nder good studio conditions.
T he February 1960 issue of D ance M agazine provided the publication’s "1st
A nnual D irectory o f D ance Films." T he directoiy listed m ore than 50 films on
ballet and m odern dance. It also included educational films. F o r the m ost part,
they w ere prim arily visual records of dance pioneers, adaptations, or dance
instructions. D ance had been recorded by the visual m edia since the existence of
the first known form o f moving pictures. T he docum entary, however, had not
been given the filming considerations non-dance productions o r sequences had
been given.

Hollywood Choreographers D irect

Snyder (1965) w rote that F red A staire may be considered the greatest docu
m entary filmmaker. As dancer, choreographer, and director he was able to bring
life and vitality to dance/film productions. H e understood th at when viewing the
dance on stage the audience seldom isolates a particular detail from the entire set
o f movem ents. H e transferred this concept to the film m edium by rarely utilizing
the close-up. A staire’s artistic intentions w ere clear. H e was able to, choreographically, com m unicate his feelings to a film audience who h e knew would not find
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m ultiple cuts or extrem e angles appealing.
C horeographers began to recognize how dance on film was m isrepresented
in o rd er to bring focus to o th er elem ents. E lem ents within the plot, the charac
terization, or the m ood of a scene w ere often perceived to be m ore im portant
than the dance. It was not until later that choreographers w ere able to choreo
graph and shoot the dance scene effectively to capture the dance as well as reac
tion shots, close-ups, cuts or dissolves to and from an o th er scene.
D elam ater (1981) points out that dance was generally film ed in wide shots
p rio r to Busbee Berkley’s use o f close-ups and extrem e long shots.

Both

B erkley’s m ethods and those used before him have cinem atic value, although the
directors tended to overlook th e choreographic value o f th e dance. O ften times
the m ontage of extrem e long shots, wide shots, fragm ents of body parts, and
close-ups o f faces, tended to take away from the beauty of the dance itself, as
opposed to presenting choreographic expression, which was the desire of both the
dancer and the choreographer.
D ance in the Hollywood Musical (D elam ater, 1981) docum ents techniques
used to film dance. D elam ater interviewed four choreographers, two directors,
an architect, and a cinem atographer. T he Hollywood musical tended to be the
third or fourth type o f F/T/V & D product: the choreo-cinem a o r the coupling.
In addition, D elam ater’s book analyzes the role of the choreographer, the direc
tor, and the position o f the dance director (which is no longer em ployed) in rela
tion to his/her contributions to the quality of dance on film.

A ccording to
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D elam ater, B erkley’s contribution to choreography for the cam era, as a director,
was his ability to create great geom etric figures with large groups o f dancers, and
move them rapidly from one shape to another. H e was the first to pan the dan
cer’s faces and the first to shoot dance from overhead. Always shooting dance
with one cam era, Berkley never concerned him self with intricate dance m ove
m ents o r choreography. H e was a theatrical stage choreographer, although he
was not a dancer. T he latter factor, D elam ater points out, m ade the dance move
m ent less prom inent in Berkley films.
Berkley m astered the use of time and space, in term s of integrating dance
into the narrative of the film. (This is evident in his juxtaposition of flashbacks
and dream sequences within his stories.)

H e set a trend for filming dance that

w ould be m odeled for two decades, yet his w ork had little influence on the artistic
developm ent of dance choreography in the Hollywood musical.
F red A staire’s choreography for the cam era influenced dance in the
Hollywood musical. As a dancer, choreographer and box office draw for RICO
studios, A staire, D elam ater (1981) reported, gained com plete control over p rep ar
ation, shooting, and editing. T h ree cam eras w ere used to shoot A staire’s dance
scenes and the dancers w ere fram ed in full figure. A staire’s insistence on being
filmed from three angles allowed him the ability to choose the view that best com 
plem ented the dance.
Rarely did a dancer/choreographer have such control over the production
process. T he filming and editing choices m ade by A staire developed a greater
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29
sense o f kinesthesia. T he dance sequences in the Hollywood musicals displayed
m ore feeling in th e dance and explored the spatial concepts for filming dance,
which together created new possibilities for the use of dance on film.
F red A staire and G ene Kelly w ere choreographers, according to D elam ater
(1981), who had control over th eir m aterial. T heir dances w ere equal to the n ar
rative in that they furthered th e story line. Kelly w orked m ost often with film
directors who sought the ideal o f the integrated musical (a totally collaborative
product, which conventionally refers to the relationship of the musical and the
narrative elem ents, although, from the dance perspective th a t D elam ater presents,
it signifies an integration of the dance expert’s opinion tow ard the film production
process). A staire often arranged the music for the dance sequences. H e also uti
lized the dance to com m unicate the em otional disposition of the character(s).
T he m ajor distinction betw een the contributions m ade by A staire and Kelly was
that A staire tended to m ake docum entaries and Kelly tended to m ake choreocinema.
D elam ater (1981) found Kelly’s approach to be strongly intuitive and intel
lectual. H e experim ented with the cam era with a specific goal in mind: to extract
the sense o f kinetic energy inherent in dance.

Kelly was also interested in

expanding the sense of space (available to the character within the story line)
through changes in cam era m ovements, angles and editing (D elam ater, 1981).
Kelly used one cam era to maintain control. H e was concerned about how
the cam era’s perspective affected the viewer. D irecto r’s credit was given to him
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on som e o f his projects. D elam ater presents Kelly’s use o f special effects cinem a
tography such as the double exposure, animation, and the split screen as evidence
that Kelly choreographed both the cam era for the dance and th e dance for the
cam era.
T h e non-dancer/director was n o t aware in early F/T/V & D projects th at he
or she was n o t filming dance to dem onstrate its full potential. This was th e case
with Busby Berkley. C apturing dance on film, no m atter how it was shot and
edited, brought som ething striking and impressive to the screen. K racauer (1960)
found that th ere w ere "certain subjects within the external w orld which may be
term ed ’cinem atic’ because they seem to exert a peculiar attraction to the
m edium. It is as if the m edium w ere predestined (and eager) to exhibit them" (p.
41). H e found dance cinematic. T he early F/T/V & D directors seem ed to have
been m ore fascinated with capturing dance on film o r television than creating
some m eans of displaying th e dance to effectively com m unicate, choreographically.
Interestingly enough, all attem pts at "canning" it (the stage ballet) ad e
quately have so far failed. Screen reproductions o f theatrical dancing
eith er indulge in a com pleteness which is boring or offer a selection
o f attractive details which confuse in that they dism em ber rath er than
preserve the original. D ancing attains to cinem atic em inence only if
it is p a rt and parcel of physical reality (K racauer, 1960, p. 42).
K racauer was referring to the docum entary. Changes in the shooting prac
tices for dance had occurred for the feature film before im provem ents happened
in filming dance for docum entation. The choreographer in the Integrated D ance
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Musicals took the initiative to acquire skills in film production techniques. O nce
they attained an understanding o f the cam era, editing, and other production
elem ents, choreographers w ere equipped with the knowledge both to develop b et
ter ways of utilizing the m edium of film for dance as well as to assum e the
position o f the director over the dance sequences. T he Integrated D ance Musical
choreographers studied filming m ethods in o rd er to com m unicate th eir artistic
intentions and to com m unicate to studio "higher-ups" the necessity for change
(D elam ater, 1981).
T he Integrated D ance Musical occurred at a tim e when large studios such
as M G M and W arner B rothers held all artists u n d er contracts. T he studios had,
u n d er long term contracts, com plete repertory com panies. These included m usi
cians, dancers, designers, and technicians.

Artists had access to o th er artists,

equipm ent, and facilities. If an artist took it upon him /herself to learn about a
craft different from his/her own, the m eans for doing so w ere readily accessible.
H eads of studios had final say over all film projects. W hen artists proved
to be extrem ely talented, they w ere in many cases given m ore control or m ore
freedom to m ake choices in subsequent projects. D uring this period few er people
controlled career advancem ent in the industry. T h ere was essentially one person
to answer to in factories that housed, created, and sold the product. This proved
to be an advantage for choreographers such as Kelly and A staire who w ere box
office draws and assets to the studio. If an artist had the support of the studio
head, he/she was able to exhibit m ore creative control, as D elam ater describes the
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circum stances that allowed th e Integrated D ance Musical choreographers the
opportunity to move into directing positions (D elam ater, 1981).
Creating the dance with the cam era in mind becam e the choreographer’s
aw areness th a t had sprung o u t of years o f seeing dances cropped, devalued, and
left on th e cutting room floor. A large group perform ing a dance many tim es was
shown in sm aller units, as quartets or trios. Tapping feet becam e m edium long
shots that cropped off th e legs o f the dancers; this was the way m ost of a tap solo
was film ed in "Broadway Melody" (1929). H ard-working individuals w ere seen in
geom etric designs from long shots. Portions of sequences or w hole dances w ere
elim inated for the sake of the dialogue or story line. D elam ater (1981) describes
th e m ajority of the films of dance from 1930-1945, which followed B erkley’s style,
as a series o f bizarre cam era angles accentuating th e non-dance aspects o f the
production num bers. T he choreographers’ deprivation and forfeitures forced an
evolution: the cause for dance in film moved into a new outlook.
F red A staire, G ene Kelly, M ichael Kidd, Jack Cole, and Bob Fosse gained
control over the shooting and then the editing of their work. A fter detecting the
difficulty of getting what he w anted when working through som eone else, Cole
began by shooting only what was needed with no protection shots (D elam ater,
1981). This m ethod rem oved all editing options, then C ole’s dances w ere pieced
together exactly as he had intended. T here w ere o th er choreographers - ho devel
oped the m eans for saving their dances. T he first step was to define the visual
perspective o f their choreography.
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Cole choreographed dance sequences for Busby Berkley. H e w atched how
the dance was sacrificed time and tim e again for a spectacular pattern , a wink
from a beautiful blonde, or th e hiring of several non-dancing blondes because of
their beauty. Kelly’s dance sequences did not encom pass as wide a variety of
space, sets, props, and scenery before he gained total control over choreograph
ing, shooting, and editing (D elam ater, 1981). T he dim ensions and th e excitem ent
o f K idd’s athletic style of choreography did not receive full value until he began
to p resent them through a w ider variety o f cam era angles. T he choreographer
not only designed the dance b u t designed the film elem ents as well so that his or
h e r choreography com m unicated through film.
In 1983, m odern dance choreographer Twyla T harp directed an adaptation
o f h er piece "The C atherine Wheel." This event explored the use o f space, com 
p u te r effects, fast and slow m otion, animation, stop-action freezes, and symbolism.
T harp felt the television version o f "The C atherine W heel" com m unicated h er p e r
ception of the piece in a way th at could not be achieved on stage. Coe (1985)
stated, "the video version forces audiences into a m ore exhilarating confrontation
with the dram a, clarifying and even simplifying its logic" (p. 226).

Why C horeograph for the Cam era

T he evolution of F /T /V & D products slowly discarded the notion of choreo
graphing the dance to face th e "front" or the proscenium arch. W hen choreo
graphing for the cam era, "front" is relative:

front is in relation to w here the
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cam era is. In many cases th ere are several cam eras and th e cam era(s) can be
mobile. Choreography for th e proscenium tends to direct the focus of the p erfo r
m ance in one direction.

H ere, kinesthetic energy is p resen ted to th e "front."

C horeographing for the cam era proposes that the dance m ovem ent be directed
in relation to th e cam era, which can be in many different places at a given time.
W hen film m akers began to shoot dance choreographed for the proscenium
from different angles, the result was a loss o f kinesthesia.

As H arris (1967)

found, the cam era angle was n o t always the m ost dynamic o r the m ost effective
for a distinct body position, m ovem ent, or phrase. T he loss in kinesthesia also
stem m ed from the fact that th e dance, when being perform ed for th e proscenium ,
was not being perform ed for th e angle of the cam era. This did n o t imply that the
dancer had to face the cam era. It suggested that when a dance is not staged in
a way that allowed the dancer(s) to perform for the cam era, (in som e cases also
to know which cam era was recording) the presentational projection of energy
from a p erfo rm er is diminished.
V orkapich (1967), a film m aker who expressed the need to capture the
m agnetism of dance found a loss of "intensity and vitality" when viewing, on film,
dances choreographed for the proscenium . The choreography was often miscomm unicated when the dance was not choreographed for the cam era. Balanchine
and T aper (1962) found this to be true o f the ballet. Film m akers had deprived
the viewer of energy w hen dances w ere not staged or directed specifically for the
cam era.
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C oe (1985) reports that choreographer M erce Cunningham held a philoso
phy which prom oted choreographing for the cam era. H e knew everything had to
b e faster on television. H e was interested in creating a greater variety of rhythm,
pacing, and spatial design in o rd er to energize the cam era. Cunningham ’s fascina
tion for th e visual m edia has afforded him th e chance to w ork closely with several
filmmakers.
C harles Atlas, a filmmaker, w orked extensively experim enting and directing
with Cunningham. T heir work, Coe (1985) observed, has achieved effects that
rarely happen with dance and film. F o r example, in C unningham ’s piece titled
"Locale" the cam era moved through the dancers and gave th e effect o f a partici
p an t rath e r than an intruder in the choreography.
D uring the late 1950s and the early 1960s a new art form was developed.
It was the product o f the creative synthesis of film and dance. T he art form was
term ed "cine-dance." T he w ork in cine-dance allowed choreographers to becom e
film m akers and filmmakers to becom e choreographers.

D ance Perspectives

(Leabo, 1967) provides the largest collection o f philosophies regarding this art
form.
E ight film m akers describe th e necessity to choreograph dance for the cam 
era. They express their concerns that dance on film m ust evolve from the dan
cer’s perspective. Various filming techniques w ere explored in cine-dance. Those
who m ade cine-dance expressed the m ost gratifying accounts o f their experiences
with dance and film.
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D eren (1967) created one o f the first cine-dances. It was titled "C horeogra
phy for th e Camera." She experim ented with cinem atographic space, which she
found to be an active elem ent o f dance. She preferred working closely with the
dancers and choreographers to obtain their opinions and sensation o f the dance
m ovements. D eren found close-ups and shots from the wings tended to destroy
patterns th at w ere choreographed for the stage.
Tyler (1967) adds to D eren ’s thought. H e found, in filming dance choreo
graphed for the stage, the cam era angles changed only to keep the film in terest
ing. This, Tyler expressed, did not allow the m edium o f film to w ork with the
m edium o f dance. Tyler saw the cam era as a collaborator with the dancer.
P eterson (1967) felt that very little had been done to enhance dance on film.
H e believed the film industries subjugated the working process by making rash
decisions and setting standards which stifled the creative evolution o f dance on
film.
Clark (1967) was one who felt each art had to be true to the other. Lye
(1967) agreed, in that h e saw em pathy as a uniting factor. V orkapich (1967) said,
"Planning the dance for the cam era and analysis are the best m eans you can use
to give sem blance o f life to a filmed dance" (p. 43).
T he dance filmmakers, Em shw iller (1967) observed, w ere form er dancers or
those who w ere m arried to dancers. H e saw cine-dance in term s o f films based
on the principles of dance. W hether or not F/T/V & D products of aesthetic
quality w ere m ade by dancers or those m arried to dancers was n o t evident in the
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historical findings, but, the essence of Em shw iller’s statem ent appears to have
validity.

In o rd er to capture dance on film the film m aker m ust have a strong

connection to dance and know the purpose for the choreography, and the energy
of the body as it moves through space.
T h e era o f cine-dances developed a synthesis of film and dance.

It sur

passed the concepts of the days for choreography for the cam era and included the
idea o f choreographing the cam era for the dance and choreographing cinematic
space and time. Cine-dance becam e a different art form altogether. T hese works
of art conveyed visual, not verbal, messages through the hum an body and the film
medium .
D eren (1967) defined dance as "the com m unication of m eaning through the
quality o f movement" (p. 10). She found dance and film so closely connected
because o f each m edium ’s ability to com m unicate through a stylization of m ove
m ent in time. Scenes created w ithout people dancing w ere som etim es considered
to b e dance. This concept was developed during the cine-dance era. H ere dance
is the styli- zation and relationship of movements th at are choreographed, which
could include visually projected m ovem ents created solely by film techniques.
O ne way D eren achieved this quality was "by shifting the em phasis from the
purpose o f the m ovem ent to th e m ovem ent itself' (p. 13). She shot a scene with
non-dancers. Through the use o f repetition, she brought focus to the m anipulated
m ovem ents choreographed by cinem atic effects.
D eren utilized static articulations. T he rhythm created in choreography can
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serve as a tool for editing. Cole (cited in D elam ater, 1981) used editing to p e r
p etu ate aspects o f the rhythms in the choreography and the music. Tyler (cited
in D elam ater, 1981) held similar thoughts: he saw editing in term s o f a rhythm ic
instrum ent.
This sense o f openness to the possibilities for film and dance has helped
film m akers and choreographers alike explore new orderings for space and time.
H arris (1967) played with the dimensions o f cam era space and energy by filming
a dance solo num erous times, each from a varying perspective. T h at experim enta
tion later becam e his cine-dance, Variations on a D ance T h em e. Cunningham
(cited in Coe, 1985) played with depth and m anipulated the foreground,
m iddleground and background, and later used his findings in an award-winning
experim ental film, Coast Z o n e. D eren (1967) and Em shw iller (1967) have played
with tim e m anipulations for dance such as slow motion, fast m otion, filming in
reverse, and repetition to create new sensations, effects, and works of art.
Cine-dance collaborators produced the third type of F/T/V & D, generally
in the collective m ode of production. They also tended to utilize th e m odern
dance style as opposed to jazz, ballet, cultural, o r folk styles.

T he emphasis,

am ong those who participated in the integration, was to choreograph the dance
for the cam era’s perspective; the result was an enhancem ent o f kinesthetic energy
from the dance com m unicated through film or television.
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39
Construction o f Images

In film, television, and video three-dim ensional objects are shot and p ro 
jected on a two-dimensional plane. A rtistic mediums, to som e degree, change the
look o f real life m atter. W ith the naked eye three-dim ensional im pressions are
the result of the fusion of two pictures. D ep th is lost on flat surfaces yet with
film o r television th ere is a sense of depth created by the three-dim ensional
images on the screen: even though the screen itself is two-dim ensional. F o r this
reason A rnheim (1957) finds the effect o f the m edia, "neither absolutely twodim ensional n o r absolutely three-dim ensional, b u t som ething betw een" (p. 12).
T he m ore the three-dim ensional impression is lost, the m ore the consistencies of
size and shape disappear.

O n the large o r small screen, proportions, real life

forms, becom e distorted.
G ene Kelly sum m ed up the inherent problem s with dance on film.
T o begin with, dancing loses much on film: it loses its third dim ension
the sam e way photographed sculpture does. B ut it loses even m ore
than sculpture. Lost is th e living, breathing presence and personality
of the perform er, and gone are the kinetic forces th at m ake the
strongest interplay betw een audience and dancer (cited in Snyder,
1965, p. 49).
Since the m edium inherently distorts the look o f things as well as th e rela
tionship of the dance to the audience, the coordination of the object and the cam 
era should n o t be taken lightly by the director. T he angle from which the cam era
sees an object determ ines its representation.

T he angle can portray meaning.

T he choice of objects in a fram e or in relation to the other m ust b e considered
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in o rd er to direct th e focus o f the viewer. M ovement, created by the object or
the cam era, can alter energy level. N ot only does fram e content, com position,
cam era/subject distance, and cam era/subject m ovem ent affect m eaning, focus, and
energy in a shot, b u t they also affect how different shots will integrate.
T he director chooses the distance of the viewer from th e subject/object. The
viewer’s evaluation of properties, within the message, becom es limited. It is possi
ble to direct the view of the audience and draw attention to w hatever is of great
im portance at the time.
T he close-up not only has the ability to magnify, b u t also em phasizes the
perspective on an object through the reduction of depth. "W hat is visible and
w hat is hidden strike one as being definitely intentional; one is forced to seek for
a reason, to be clear in o n e’s own mind as to why the objects are arranged in this
particular way and n o t in some other" (A rnheim , 1957, p. 59). Cropping out p o r
tions of the dance m ovem ent is discussed later in term s of framing to achieve a
desired artistic statem ent. Cropping portions o f an object can have a com m unica
tive purpose, as A rnheim suggests.
Burch (1969) illustrates this through his principles for concrete and imagi
nary space. C oncrete space is th at which was out of fram e that, consequently,
com es into view (o r the reverse effect). Imaginary space is w hat is never seen.
This is the space located beyond each o f the four fram e borders, behind the cam 
era, and behind the set. Burch finds that the use of on-screen space can define
the off-screen space.

W hen an object moves into and out o f fram e, focus is
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retrospectively draw n to the concrete off-screen. A n exam ple is a slow zoom
from a group shot to a smiling face; o r it can w ork in reverse. W e can see a
close-up o f a ballerina’s point shoe as she takes a step, and then see th e rest of
h er body in the next shot.
A view that cropped o u t portions of the m ovem ent could alter a physical
statem ent w ithout creating a loss of kinesthesia. Artistic in tent may require a
cropped view, full view, or distant view depending on the desired sensation or
idea com m unicated by the m ovem ent through the cam era. W hen a dancer does
a split leap and the fram e does not allow for the width o f the dancer’s leg exten
sions, the focus drawn to the off-screen space tends to pull the viewer’s attention
away from w hat is on the screen. D ancers are also fram ed to draw attention to
imaginary space, for instance, when a dancer’s arm is seen periodically but the
entire body never com es into view. Choreographically, m ovem ent is structured
to project a particular effect. T he effect should include the use o f concrete and
imaginary space. D eterm ining ahead of tim e when and how cropping will serve
artistic aesthetics can alleviate abrupt entrances and exits o f dancers or dancers’
body parts.
Burch (1969) also examines the effects on concrete and imaginary space in
term s o f entrances, exits, and the character’s focus. H ow a subject reacts o r ges
tures in one shot can com m unicate w hat will occur in the following shot. Often,
a dancer may have an entrance that has not been dictated by the action in p ro 
gress. In o rd er to bring focus to the entrance of the new subject, a com positional
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arrangem ent m ust em phasize the relationship. F or exam ple, objects in the fore
ground obtain im portance. T herefore, som e entrances (o f objects/subjects) into
the shot do n o t com m unicate based on the effect on concrete or im aginary space,
b u t based on the visual arrangem ent o f all of the objects in the fram e.
T he cam era itself should also move th e energy from one space to ano
ther, or it is n o t contributing. Timing and framing are th e essential
tools of a dancecam era man. O ne m ust fram e on space and let the
dancer move into it. Space is the dancer’s canvas, w hether on stage
or on film. B oth space and m ovem ent, too, may have to be m odified
or distorted to m ake th e choreo-cinem a effective to an audience
(Com pton, 1968, p. 37).
G ood shot com position requires an analysis of how objects are arranged
horizontally and vertically as well as in depth. Objects can be m oved in the fram e
to hide w hat is not desired. A rnheim (1957) suggests that th e objects should be
arranged in sequential shots to em phasize their relationship to each other. The
object that is then p resen ted to obtain focus has com municative value.
In o rd er to create good film images, lines and directions should be balanced
in relation to each o th er as well as to the margins o f the fram e, according to
A rnheim (1957). H e suggests that this balance can be devised m athem atically but
knowing w hat is best is actually based on feeling. T he line o f the m ovem ent
should be balanced in relation to the direction or path the m ovem ent takes and
then to the horizontal and vertical margins of the frame.
T he lines created by each m ovem ent or phrase o f m ovem ents ought to be
studied as they correlate to the direction in which the m ovem ent (o r p hrase) faces
and/or moves. First, an angle is chosen for the subject and then the subject is
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fram ed from the chosen angle. Loring (cited in D elam ater, 1985) was discon
tented:

"The directors are always getting off on an oblique angle which has

nothing to do with th e original composition" (p. 81). A lthough A rnheim found
that, "by reproducing the object from an unusual and striking angle, the artist
forces the spectator to take a keen er interest, which goes beyond m ere noticing
o r acceptance. T he object thus photographed som etim es gains in reality and the
im pression it m akes is livelier and m ore arresting" (1957, p. 44). H e also thought
the oblique or skewed angle helped apply m eaning by characterizing an object;
and provided the elem ent of surprise. T he angles chosen for their resem blance
o f original views o f real life w ere not chosen to in terp ret meaning; they w ere cho
sen for form al interest. Such is the case when creating the second type o f F/T/V
& D, the docum entary. O blique and skewed angles could prove useful w hen cre
ating the third type o f F /T /V & D, the choreo-cinem a.
T he process for determ ining cam era angle and com position may becom e
com plicated when subjects are a large group of dancers. In term s of line and
direction, the problem is essentially the same. Finding an angle that adequately
shows all subjects and does not distort their ensem ble is a challenge w hen reduc
ing three-dim ensional figures onto a relatively two-dim ensional plane. D epending
on the kind of cam era lens and the cam era angle, the subjects’ shape or spacing
can becom e m ore o r less exaggerated, dynamic, oblong, or distant. O ne subject
can hide the view o f ano th er subject from a given angle. T he subjects in the fore
ground may ap p ear much larger in size than those in the m iddle o r background.
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T h e relationship o f the group may be spread o u t and yet ap p ear closer together
from a certain angle. T herefore, the relation o f objects m ust b e considered as
well as the balance of lines, directions, and margins.
W hen creating the dance m ovem ent and cam era com position sim ultane
ously, A rnheim ’s (1957) theory of com position should also apply.

E arlier the

theory was applied to situations w here it was assum ed th at the m ovem ent existed
prior to the m anipulation of its visual perspective, as is the case w hen producing
the docum entary (the second type of F/T/V & D ). W hen the dance, and the vis
ual perspective develop together, it can p resen t a som ew hat different creative p ro 
cess for incorporating the cam era. T he balancing theory still applies.
Fram ing within the margins may entail using m ore objects than just the dancer(s). A group o f dancers may be fram ed in th e u p p er right corner with the rest
of the fram e empty. T he lines and directions o f the m ovem ent may w ork b etter
from that relationship to the margins. Kelly often danced with props: a chair,
an um brella, a room full of toys, etc. Props w ere fram ed to com m unicate the
dancer’s relationship to the inanim ate object and the ch aracter’s purpose for
being in the scene.
Kelly utilized w hat A rnheim called "standards o f com parison" (1957, p. 74).
This provides the spectator with an object of reference. A cup and saucer in
fram e alone appear norm al, yet when they are placed next to a chair and the
spectator sees that the cup and saucer are as large as the chair, then the chair has
served as a standard for comparison.
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Kelly used objects as standards for distinguishing depth and m otion. O n a
two-dimensional plane, depth can be lost depending on th e lighting and the cam 
e ra angle. Kelly danced with props or identifiable backdrops that w ere often
fram ed specifically for the purpose o f defining the depth and space of the view.
"The dance with the broom in ’Thousands C heer,’ though occurring on one set,
moves from floor to soda fountain and back by m eans of both m atch cutting and
cam era movement" (D elam ater, 1981, p. 140). W hen he perform ed m ovem ents
that traveled side to side as th e cam era panned with the m ovem ent, Kelly con
sciously provided props to show that he was moving, and that he had moved a
great distance. If the props had been elim inated, the visual statem ent would have
read m uch differently.
T he cam era itself should also move the energy from one space to ano
ther, or it is n o t contributing. Timing and fram ing are th e essential
tools of a dance cam eram an. O ne m ust fram e on space and let the
dancer move into it. Space is the dancer’s canvas w hether on stage or
on film. Both space and m ovem ent, too, may have to be m odified or
distorted to m ake the choreo-cinem a effective to an audience
(Com pton, 1968, p. 37).
D ance is kinesthetic. W hen the purpose for the F /T /V & D product is not
clearly defined it can cause dances to appear flat (Kelly, 1965). V ideo has the
sam e ability. W ithout an analysis o f its relationship to the dance’s aesthetic quali
ties, film, television, and video can capture the choreographed m ovem ent but not
the dynamic levels and em otion also choreographed into the dance. N o m atter
how many cam era angles are used to shoot a dance, if the focus does n o t p resent
the vitality of the dance, then w hat is seen is simply bodies moving.
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It is equally im portant to understand the difference betw een how dance
appears through the film cam era versus the video cam era. Long tim e assistant
to F red A staire and dance director, H erm es Pan, told A rth u r K night about some
of the differences:
T he kind o f staging th at is ju st fine for moviesor in the theater, with
your chorus working in ranksone behind the other, produces a pretty
m eaninglessblur on the T V screen. B ut I have b een finding out
things. I saw th at the extrem e depth of focus o f th e television cam eras
m ade it possible to createtrem endously exciting effects, illusions of
space o r neatness that could add to the dynamics of the dance. Also
by staggering the arrangem ent of the dancers--maybe one o r two in
front, and the fanning out behind them--you could m ake m uch m ore
m eaningful patterns. N ot only that, but you could actually fill a stage
with relatively few dancers (cited in Knight, 1960, p. 41).
D epth of field is ano th er television/video principle that the lens affects. It
determ ines how much the object or cam era can be moved w ithout having to
change focus. T he depth of field also determ ines the parts of the fram e th at will
be in or out of focus.
H andbook,

H erb ert Z e ttl’s (1984) text, T he Television Production

discusses the video cam era and its many optical characteristics.

A ccording to Z ettl, general orientation to the lens’s affect on focusing, zooming,
and controlling the iris (which alters the am ount of light that hits the lens) would
give the choreographer an understanding of the television/video cam era’s optical
capabilities.
T he term inology for the m ovem ents of the cam era are valuable in that they
are also directing commands. Z ettl presents the fundam entals o f picture com posi
tion. H e describes the field of view, organizing the screen area, organizing screen
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depth, organizing screen m otion, object centering, head room , and lead room
from a vide- ographer’s point o f view.
In o rd er to create effective cam era com position for dance the choreographer
m ust define the cam era space and understand the optical capabilities o f the film
or television/video cam era. T he dance m ovem ent can be set prior to, during, or
after developing the cam era com position, m ovem ent, or angle that is dependent
upon the type o f F /T /V & D being produced. Problem s arise when the cam era’s
view is set w ithout an analysis of the available visual perspectives. W ith
out good cam era set-ups, well thought-out plans for th e construction o f images,
the shots may n o t be useable in editing.

Juxtaposition of Images

"It is in the editing of a choreo-cinem a w ork that the actualballet is created,
for the editor moves around and re-arranges all the existing images and poses.
H e is the choreographer of th e final artistic entity" (C om pton, 1968, p. 37).
N ot having shots th at m atch in editing is dangerous. T he term "match" is
im portant to m ontage. M atch refers to the preservation of continuity betw een
two or m ore shots. T he rule for matching shots is one o f th ree main principles,
that when adhered to, w arrant continuous juxtaposition o f shots, although success
ful exceptions to the rules occur and discontinuity is the result (Burch, 1969).
The second continuity principle is "matched action": "This rule, empirically
established during th e 1920s, has it that any new angle on the sam e cam era
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subject m ust differ from the previous angle by at least thirty degrees" (Burch,
1969, p. 37). Joining two shots that do not adhere to this rule can cause the
viewer discomfort. T he result is called a jum p.
T he third rule says th at a change in screen direction is autom atically
equated with a change in real direction by the audience. This applies to moving
objects. Burch finds that film audiences’ perception of this kind of change in
direction o f moving objects from shot to shot, has evolved so that audiences
understand it as a regular occurrence.
Continuity can be determ ined tem porally and/or spatially. T em poral conti
nuity occurs when one shot is m atched with another shot that picks up th e action
at the precise point w here the previous shot left off. Spatial continuity occurs
w hen the spatial relationship in one shot is picked up in the joining shot (Burch,
1969).
T he following is an exam ple of two shots that m atch. In the first shot is a
full-figured view o f a dancer squatting. T he dancer then begins to rise and lift
h er right elbow. B efore the dancer is com pletely standing there is a cut to the
second shot which is a waist shot of the dancer com pleting h er stand while
stretching h er right arm up to the ceiling. T h ere would not have been a m atch
if the second shot had caught the dancer closer to the ground than she was when
the cut occurred. In that case th e viewer would have noticed that the right elbow
had n o t been lifted which would indicate a discontinuity o f time. W hen these
tem poral and/or spatial similarities do not occur, Burch considers the result dis
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continuity. This implies a tem poral or spatial gap betw een shots: the second shot
picks up a little la ter in the action as opposed to the precise p oint w here the p re 
vious shot left off. T h ere has been an ellipsis of time. A spatial ellipsis does not
carry w hat is visible in the first shot over to the second shot.
Discontinuity can also b e a gap th at is a reversal o f tem poral and spatial ele
m ents. T he flashback is a reversal form of tem poral discontinuity. A repetition
o f shots is an o th er tem poral reversal. T he action in th e first shot unfolds and the
next shot picks up with p art o f the action that was revealed in the previous shot.
R epetition and th e flashback effect spatial reversals in the sam e m anner.
T he basic ways to articulate (com bine) two shots, as Burch proposes, is by
integrating the possibilities for tem poral aspects o f two shots with the spatial
aspects. D iscussed in term s o f static articulations and dynamic articulations, he
defines the two kinds of edits. Static articulations are just that: one shot o f static
objects edited to an o th er static shot.
Cutting to g eth er shots o f the sam e subject from num erous angles is a static
articulation technique developed by Eisenstein (1975). It allows th e eye to com 
pare each p a rt o f the subject with the o th er parts. T hese variations of shots and
the structure o f the m ontage can p resen t complexity, coherence, and perm utations
that can be highly satisfying to the eye. T he interplay of form al contrasts happens
when objects are static.
Both m atched and non-m atched static articulations can be effective. A rare
and difficult achievem ent obtained by joining a series o f non-m atched shots is
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harmony, th e sum total of all the perspectives.

A variety of perm utations of

objects, from shot to shot, th e m ore spatial openness is created, because the
relationship o f the objects, in space, to one ano th er has not been defined in
singular term s.

A n opportune time to utilize a variety of p erm utated static

articulations is w hen a dancer sustains or holds a m ovem ent.

T he change of

perspective o f th e static body in space can em phasize rhythms in the music, the
extended period o f tim e the position has been held, the dancer’s m usculature,
facial expression, o r many aspects which further clarify the purpose for the
choreography.
W hen similar objects are perm utated from shot to shot, a sense o f variety
is created.

W ithout a change in perm utations the series of shots may have

appeared m onotonous. The variation of visual space shows similar objects as they
may vary in identity, by size, eye-line direction, and num ber, within the different
shots.
In dynamic articulations, when the cut is m ade, either (a) one of the two
shots displays a moving cam era or object; (b) both shots display m ovem ent; o r (c)
the speed of m ovem ent varies because of the cam era’s distance to the object,
from one shot to the other. T hese types of articulations are based on aesthetic
effect because they can entail a radical violation o f principles (the second rule
listed above). F o r example, in one shot an object moves from right to left and
in the next shot the sam e object (shot from the opposite direction) moves from
left to right.

R egarding dynamic articulations w here an object is moving at a
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certain speed, Burch (1969) observes th at the closer the cam era-subject distance,
the faster the object appears to move.
To approach the concept o f editing, A rnheim (1957) com bines the theories
for transitions developed by two different Russian film m akers/authors. T he first
theory, by Pudovkin, suggests five m ethods of m ontage.
Tim oshenko, suggests fifteen principles.

T he second, by

A rnheim finds both sets o f factors

incom plete and unsatisfactory. Pudovkin’s five m ethods (cited in A rnheim , 1957)
are: (1) contrast, (2) parallelism , (3) similarity, (4) synchronism, and (5) recu rren t
them e (p. 91).
T he problem h ere is that logically the classification refers partly to the sub
ject m atter and then partly to the m anner o f cutting. T hese five m eans o f m anip
ulating shots would be useful in creating choreo-cinem a. Each m ethod could be
an experim ental study in and of itself. Pudovkin’s m ethods could also w ork when
editing the dance docum entary if these elem ents have been structured within the
context o f the choreography, otherwise edited result would not p resen t the m ost
realistic presentation o f the adapted work. Tim oshenko’s 15 principles (cited in
A rnheim , 1957) are: (1) change of place, (2) change o f position of the cam era,
(3) change of range of image, (4) stressing of details, (5) analytical m ontage, (6)
retu rn to past time, (7) anticipation o f the future, (8) parallel events, (9) contrast,
(10) association, (11) concentration, (12) enlargem ent, (13) m onodram atic
m ontage, (14) refrain, and (15) m ontage (p. 93).
T he problem with these principles is th at they are incom plete and
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unsystematic, b u t in term s o f editing choices available to th e choreographer,
T im oshenko’s principles can b e used in all types of F/T/V & D products. N ot all
15 principles would be com patible, although singularly o r in small groupings they
can dictate the editing concept for the record and the docum entary.

If the

shooting, choreographing, and editing concepts are blended properly it appears
possible to incorporate m ore (possibly all) o f the 15 principles for choreo-cinem a.
A rnheim (1957) com bines the two sets of ideas and titles it, "The Principles
of M ontage.” It is a skeleton, a clear outline o f editing possibilities.
I. Principles of Cutting
A. Length of the cutting unit
1.
2.
3.
4.

Long strips
Short strips
Com bination o f short and long strips
Irregular

B. M ontage o f w hole scenes
1. Sequential
2. Interlaced
3. Insertion
C. M ontage within an individual scene
1. Com bination o f long shots and close-ups
a. First long shot then one or m ore details of it as close-ups
b. Proceeding from one detail (o r several) to long shot
c. Long shots and close-ups in irregular succession
2. Succession of detail shot
II. Tim e Relations
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A. Synchronism
1. O f several entire scenes
2. O f details o f a setting of action at sam e m om ent in tim e
B. Before, after
1. W hole scenes, succeeding each other in tim e
2. Succession within a scene
C. N eutral
1. C om plete actions that are connected in content, n o t tim e
2. Single shots th at have no time connection
3. Inclusion of single shots in a com plete scene
III. Space Relations
A. T he sam e place (though different tim e)
1. In whole scenes
2. W ithin a single scene
B. T he place changed
1. W hole scenes
2. W ithin one scene
3. N eutral
IV. R elations o f Subject M atter
A. Similarity
1. O f shape
a. O f an object
b. O f a m ovem ent
2. O f meaning
a. Single object
b. W hole scene
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B. C ontrast
1. O f shape
a. O f an object
b. O f m ovem ent
2. O f meaning
a. Single object
b. W hole scene
C. Com bination o f similarity and contrast
1. Similarity of shape and contrast of m eaning
2. Similarity of m eaning and contrast o f form (pp. 94-98).
A rnheim ’s "I. Principles o f Cutting" provides several ways to m anipulate rhy
thms through specific kinds of editing choices particularly valuable for the second
type o f F/T/V & D. Snyder (1965), describes the unity available through rhythms
in editing and th e dance.
T he film -m aker m ust be as much a m aster o f rhythm and phrasing in
his m edium s as the choreographer is in dance. T he length of shot or
the pulse o f a cut in a film is the film -m aker’s m eans of establishing
rhythms. In m aking docum entary dance films, we m ust be particularly
aw are o f this, and relate the rhythm of the film to the rhythm of the
dance o r else the two will be in conflict (p. 38).
Eisenstein (1975), in T he Film Sense, explained th e basics for editing to
create a connection betw een the object and the sound. O ne way is to have both
elem ents (picture and the sound) controlled by rhythm; that is the rhythm of the
music as well as the rhythm developed by the scene o r the dance, as Snyder sug
gests. This first m ethod is a m etric form of editing.
T he second m ethod is rhythmic. W hen a variety o f syncopated com binations
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are arranged so as n o t to parallel the music rhythm s or the rhythm s dictated by
the scene th ere are n o t articulations structured on the given m etrical subdivisions.
W ith the rhythmic m ethod a melodic expression is created.
T he third m ethod is to em phasize tone by the context of the shots.
Visualizing tone is the job of the director who sets up shots for this effect. A line
that unites, change in m ovem ent, vibrating objects, o r th e color of an object are
examples of visual effects th at com m unicate tone w hen edited in th e p roper
relationship to sound.
Since choreo-cinem a uses the m aterials o f dance and th e possibilities of the
F /T /V & D m edia together to produce som ething new, Eisenstein’s second and
third m ethods for editing can only augm ent the third type o f F /T /V & D. New
m elodic structures are created by the rhythm ic m ethod. New tem p eram en t is
developed w hen editing to em phasize tone. Allowing F /T /V & D to cause fresh
contextual m elodies and unfam iliar contextual tem pers to evolve achieves the goal
of choreo-cinem a (1975).
Eisenstein (1975) suggests that an intricate synthesis is the key to bringing
viewpoints together.

Increasing the volum e of shots can build excitem ent or

intensity. R epetition of shots has the sam e result. T he developm ent o f horizontal
planes and layers can also create volume. T he linear structure is set by the point
of articulation o r striking action in a shot, in relation to the sound. T he hori
zontal structure works with the linear, and varied visual perspectives can be over
laid to com m unicate num erous possibilities to innum erable sound cues or
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rhythms.

Com plex juxtaposition such as this is also found in classical music.

D ifferent types o f sounds can b e com pounded as can the visual images.
Eisenstein (1975) w rote: "In both art and literature creation proceeds through
several perspectives, sim ultaneously employed" (p. 96).
T he only circumstances un d er which a series o f relatively unplanned shots
can w ork together is through th e use of what Burch (1969) describes as the
m ethod o f chance. H ere, the production structure is not abandoned com pletely.
Choices of angles, lenses, and m ultiple cam era-subject distances are set. In
action scenes, allowing this kind of freedom in shooting results in a large num ber
of possible interesting m atches for editing. Burch (1969) suggests that w hen these
kinds of events are meticulously staged, shot by shot, the action appears less d ra
matic. T h ere w ould be less flexibility in editing as well. T he chance m ethod of
shooting provides m ore subtle and m ore complex cutting possibilities.
T here is no shot-by-shot plan for editing and the m atches occur som ew hat
by accident. Burch (1969) cites Eisenstein as a m aster o f the chance m ethod in
that he used every possible angle and cam era-subject distance w hen filming and
confronted the m aterial, not knowing how the angles and shots would interact,
and he created the articulations in editing. Through the chance m ethod, kines
thesia in dance can be m aintained on film o r video, although the director’s risks
increase regarding successful cam era choices for m ontage.
V ideo editing is a different process, in term s of technology, than film
editing.

Z ettl (1984) describes the three ways television editing can be done.
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O ne happens by stopping the videotape to change the set o r correct mistakes and
then proceeding w here the tape was stopped; the second happens by editing
different shots during the production, which is called switching; and the third is
post-production editing which may involve combining various videotaped pieces
together, trimming excess unw anted footage, correcting mistakes or bad takes, and
building a pre-determ ined sequence or show from many takes.
T he T V director pre-edits his film in his mind, his im agination
envisioning and deciding upon the precise angles and positions to be
used. Because of this, a TV dance film is usually shot from beginning
to end w ithout stop. This gives T V dance a liveliness and spontaneity
n o t always p resen t in movie dances (Venza, 1965, p. 44).
T here are two stages of post-production editing: on-line and off-line. In
on-line editing the transitions are em bellished and the special effects are incorpor
ated onto the videotape. The plan for the on-line edit is determ ined during off
line editing. Z ettl (1984) suggests that the plan for editing should be determ ined
before the shooting occurs, therefore a predeterm ined edit list o f shots can be
devised during shooting.
Transferring film to video can assist the choreographer. Transfers can be
m ade to 1/2" or VHS videocassette for hom e viewing. T herefore, th e choreogra
p h er can log shots for editing and m ake his/her shot choices and even arrange the
edit plan, p rio r to off-line editing. Transferring raw footage, film or videotape,
to videotape can m ake off-line editing m ore efficient and the on-line editing m ore
cost-effective.
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Summary P art I: Historical C horeographer’s Perspective

Film and Television Theories for D ance

Effective construction o f images requires an analysis o f cam era angle,
cam era com position, and cam era-subject distance. T he choice o f cam era angle
can be one that presents an original, formal, real-life view of a subject o r one that
presents an unusual o r striking view.
em phasis to unexpected shapes.

T he latter creates m eaning and brings

O nce the angle is chosen com position is

balanced by the director’s feeling for what looks best regarding the balance of
lines and directions within the vertical and horizontal margins. T he arrangem ent
o f objects in the frame, to em phasize or symbolize a character or object or depth
of m otion, will affect the cam era angle, the balance o f lines and directions and
margins, and cam era-subject distance.
Shots o f random images th a t are not planned, in term s o f their tem poral or
spatial relationship to one ano th er tend to pose problem s in editing: they do not
m atch because of the lack of continuity. N on-m atched editing can be effective
when m ultiple shots of a subject or action event are integrated to reveal subtleties
and complexities within the subject m atter. Static articulations th at perm u tate
similar objects create variety and static articulations that perm u- tate dissimilar
objects open film space creating a broader scope o f reference.
T h ere are many options for juxtaposing shots, based on shot length and the
rhythm created by joining shots of different lengths. T he com bination o f several
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scenes o r details o f the action within a scene can m anipulate th e perspective of
time. N eutral effects happen when actions have a connection in content b u t not
in time: a scene or a series o f single shots or scenes which fu rth er clarifies som e
thing.
Spatial relations occur a t the sam e place (at a different tim e) or at a differ
en t place. T he subject m atter relations are: (a) similarity, (b) contrast, and (c)
com bination o f similarity and contrast. T he relationship betw een picture and
sound can take on both a linear or horizontal structure. L inear structure can be
metrical, rhythmical, melodic, or tonal.

Complex horizontal juxtaposition of

images increases depth. A n increase in volum e o r repetition o f shots creates
excitem ent or intensity.

Summary: T he C horeographer and th e Production Process

W hat, historically, has characterized the relationship betw een the choreogra
p h e r and the film and television production processes are four interrelated
aspects. T he first aspect, which m ost clearly defines the relationship, is the type
of F /T /V & D. T he second aspect was a m ajor reason why choreographers w ere
given the opportunity to have their work on film or television, the adaptation.
T h e third aspect was the choreographers’ progression to assum e the role of direc
to r over the dance sequences. T he fourth aspect was the awareness that in o rder
to enhance fully the dance through film, television, or video the choreography had
to be created for the cam era’s perspective.

Those four aspects historically
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characterize th e choreographer and th e production process.
Based on both who controlled the directing and editing o f the product, and
the purpose for the product, th ere becam e over a period o f 20 years (from the
1930s to th e 1950s), four types of F /T /V & D. Cine-dances w ere F /T /V & D
products th at synthesized th e m edium of film with the m edium of dance.
T hrough "Dance in America," the television series, the proscenium perspective
was elim inated and the dances w ere restaged to p resen t the cam era’s perspective.
It was after seeing their dances devalued by directors who lacked an understand
ing o f the purpose of the choreography, that the "Integrated D ance Musical" chor
eographer was com pelled to increase his/her power, in relation to how the dance
was shot and edited. A loss o f kinethesia was the result of dance m ovem ent that
was not perform ed for th e cam era. C horeographers who sought quality F/T/V &
D products taught themselves to see the dance through the cam era’s eye and then
they controlled the dance and film/television/video elem ents.

P art II: Survey Results

This section presents the results o f a survey o f professional F /T /V & D chor
eographers. T he survey was designed to answer question num ber 3 of th e S tate
m ent of the Problem : "W hat are active choreographers’ experiences and percep 
tions regarding th e use of the film and video m edia for dance?" T o answer this
general question, a four-part survey was designed. P art I o f the survey asked
questions about the respondents’ background. T he survey’s second p art asked the
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respondents about their typical working situation. Parts III and IV asked about
the respondents’ feelings regarding production m ethods and techniques, and the
respondents’ opinions regarding improving production m ethods and techniques,
respectively.

R esponse R ate

F ifteen questionnaires w ere returned. This rep resen ted a response rate of
16%. Eighty-nine questionnaires w ere m ailed o r delivered: 66 w ent to choreog
raphers and 23 to dance studios in New York, and Los Angeles. O f the 23 ques
tionnaires sent to dance studios none was returned; this m ade the response rate
for direct mailing to choreographers, 22%.

A lthough the response rate is

extremely low, the fact that 15 professional choreographers took the time to
respond justifies a discussion o f their responses. However, it is im possible to gen
eralize to the larger population given this limited return.

Survey P art I: C horeographers’ Background

T he first question on the questionnaire asked about the num ber o f years the
respondent had w orked as a professional choreographer.

T en o u t o f the 15

respondents (67% ) had 6 to 16 years of experience. T h ree participants had 17
o r m ore years experience and only 2 choreographers had less than 5 years experi
ence.
Q uestion 2 addressed the percentage of w ork done choreographing for film/
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television, choreographing film/television stage adaptations, choreographing and
directing for film/television, o r choreographing and editing for film/television. Six
surveyed (40% ) choreographed over half of their dances for the m edia of film or
television. N ine of the 15 participants did m ore than 25% of their w ork for film
or television.
O f those surveyed, 8 out of 15 (53% ) had not choreographed dances for the
proscenium and then adapted the w ork for film or television. Eleven out o f the
15 respondents (73% ) reported less than 25% stage adapted choreography for
film or television. T h ree participants indicated that 50% of their w ork for film
or television was adapted from choreography originated for the stage.
W hen asked to provide th e percentage of choreography they had both chor
eographed and directed for film or television, two-thirds of the respondents
answ ered seldom or never.

In fact, 7 had never choreographed and directed.

Only 2 out o f 15 had experienced total control. They indicated that all of the
dances they had choreographed for film or television, they had also directed.
It appears that m ore choreographers have had opportunities to edit than to
direct their dances for film or television. Those who have directed a large p e r
centage o f their choreography have only edited a small percentage of their ch o re
ography. O ne-third had never directed or edited their choreography for film or
television. T he m ajority of those surveyed who had not participated in the direct
ing o r editing o f their work (4 o u t of 5 participants), choreographed 75% or m ore
o f their dances for a medium o th er than film or television.
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Q uestion 3 asked the respondents to rank-order the film and/or video p ro 
gram form ats that they choreographed for most. M ore than half o f th e respon
dents tended to choreograph for television variety shows/television specials, and
educational and experim ental program s. Forty p ercen t of th e choreographers
tended to choreograph television commercials.
T h e fourth question was concerned with the respondent’s m ost frequented
shooting form ats. T he cam era form at used m ost often by the surveyed choreogra
phers was the m ultiple video cam era format; 90% of the participants tended to
choreograph for m ultiple video cameras. F our out o f 15 choreographers used both
multi-camera/film and single m otion picture cam era formats. Those surveyed who
ranked a film cam era form at first tended to rank a video form at second.
The fifth question asked the respondents to rank o rd er the ways they had
learned the "technical side" of the film and television media. N inety-eight p ercen t
of the participants indicated they had learned the technical side of the film and
television m edia through self-taught means. Twelve p ercen t learned from both
form al classes in film or video as well as professional workshops or seminars.
O ne-to-one instruction was the second m ost used source o f learning. O th er ways
choreographers learned about the film/video m ethods and techniques was by
working as a perform er, director, cam era operator, and tape operator.
Q uestion 6 asked the respondents to estim ate the p ercen t of professional
publications they had read within the last two years. T he literature read by those
surveyed tended to be m ore dance related than film or television production
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related. O ne-third o f the respondents had not read any film or television produc
tion related m aterial within th e past two years. Nine o u t of th e 15 respondents
(60% ) indicated that 25% or less of the literature they had read was film

or

television production related. T h ree out o f 15 surveyed choreographers indicated
that m ore than 50% of the literature they read was film or television production
related.
Q uestion 7 asked the respondents about the film and/or video equipm ent
that they could operate. O ne-third of the respondents indicated th a t they could
operate both film and television editing equipm ent. Eighty p ercen t could operate,
by him /herself, reasonably well, videotape recorders. Five choreographers indi
cated that they could edit videotape and two could o p erate a video switcher.

Survey P art II: Typical W orking Situation

T he first question in P art II asked the respondents about the am ount of
creative control they held regarding directing. O ne choreographer identified the
total control situation as the m ost com m on experience in his/her career. Close
to three-fourths of those surveyed tended to w ork in a shared control environ
m ent and one-fourth have found little to no control over the directing o f their
dances a com m on occurrence in film and television careers.
The second question asked the respondent about the am ount o f control they
would prefer to have, regarding the directing o f their dances. Over 50% o f those
surveyed would p refer to have total control over the directing o f their dances on
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film and television. Less than 50% o f the surveyed choreographers would p refer
a shared control working situation.
F o r th e third question th e participants w ere asked to rate, on a seven point
sem antic differential scale, th e frequency o f times they engaged in specific
shooting and editing responsibilities. Twenty p ercen t of the participants alm ost
never, or alm ost always, chose the cam era angles. Six o u t o f 15 choreographers
indicated th at they are able to choose the cam era angles about half the time.
Twenty p ercen t of those surveyed always chose th e fram ing for their dances.
Thirty-three p ercen t alm ost always did so. O ne participant never m ade this kind
o f decision for his/her dances and alm ost never had this opportunity.
F orty p ercen t of the choreographers w ere always able to specify particular
cam era m ovem ent. Two respondents never specified cam era m ovem ents for their
dances and th ree specified such alm ost never.
T h ree participants tended never to plan for definite editing points within
their choreography for film or television. N early 50% o f the surveyed choreogra
phers alm ost always planned for editing points.

Two participants indicated

always.
O ne participant did not respond to w hether he/she tended to o r n o t to u ti
lize a fram ing device during rehearsals in o rder to visualize shots for his/her
dances. In this category eight participants tended not to use a fram ing device.
F o u r choreographers never used a framing device, and five always did so.
W hen asked to approxim ate the frequency o f which they tended to
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videotape th eir dances, p rio r to shoot day, the totaled responses w ere split
equally. O f those surveyed, one respondent was neutral. T h ree responded seldom
did and th ree seldom did not. O ne did so alm ost always and one did so alm ost
never. T h ree respondents always shot their dances prior to shoot day and three
respondents never shot their dances prio r to shoot day.
Again, for question 4, a seven-point sem antic differential scale was utilized
to determ ine the frequency of directing activities in which the respondents
engaged. O ne-third of those surveyed always discussed their plans for individual
shots with th e director well in advance to shooting. N one of the participants indi
cated that they never o r alm ost never discussed their shooting plans with the
director.
Only one participant never planned the cam era shots alone after the dance
m ovem ent was set. Only one participant always did so. Five o f the surveyed
choreographers alm ost never designed the shots for their choreography after they
had finished the dance.
W hen asked how often th e planning for individual cam era shots was con
ceived on p ap er by the choreographer prior to com pleting the choreography, the
surveyed responses w ere again varied, ranging from never to always. O ne-third
of the participants indicated th at m ore often than not, they never planned shots
for their dances before the choreography was set. O ne participant did n o t p ro 
vide a response in this category. Two surveyed choreographers always drafted
shooting plans before their dances w ere com pletely choreographed, and one had
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never engaged in this process.
Q uestion 5 o f P art II asked the participants how often they w ere involved
in varying degrees of p ost production editing. N ine out o f 15 choreographers sur
veyed had never served as th e film or television editor for their dances. Those
participants who had perform ed the role o f the editor did so on an average o f 8%
o f the time. O ne surveyed held this position for 50% o f the dances he/she had
choreographed.
M ost of the surveyed choreographers tended to serve as an advisor to the
editor. O ver one-fourth of th e participants w ere p resen t in the editing suite and
able to m ake com m ents 50% of the tim e o r m ore; one participant served in this
capacity 70% of th e time. Forty percent of th e surveyed choreographers w ere
never able to see the rough cuts or provide editing suggestions based on partially
edited footage.
Twenty-two p ercen t was th e average frequency th at th e surveyed choreogra
phers w ere n o t included in th e editing process. Six o u t o f th e 15 participants
w ere never excluded, completely, from p ost production editing. T h ree surveyed
choreographers w ere not involved in editing over 60% of the tim e and one partic
ipant was n o t included in editing during any of his/her film o r television choreog
raphing career.
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Survey P art III: Feelings Regarding Production

M ethods and Techniques

P art III o f the survey was concerned with respondents’ feelings and attitudes
about production m ethods and techniques.
developed.

A five-item Likert-type scale was

R espondents w ere asked to Strongly A gree (SA), A gree (A), be

N eutral (N), D isagree (D), o r to Strongly D isagree (SD). R ep o rted in this sec
tion are the percentage o f choreographers that responded in each category on the
Likert scale.
T h e first Likert-item was "Most often, a full figured view of the dancer(s)
is the best way to shoot dance." Thirteen p ercen t disagreed with this statem ent.
Forty percen t agreed, and 46% strongly agreed that the best way to shoot dance
is the full figured view.
T he second Likert-item was "Close-ups seldom h u rt the visual perspective
of dance." O ne-third o f those surveyed found that close-ups w ere effective kinds
of shots for dance on film o r television half of the time. T he choreographers
seem ed to have held varying opinions, regarding close-ups for dance, and one p ar
ticipant chose not to respond. T h ree out of 15 surveyed strongly believed that
close-ups h u rt the visual perspective of dance. A nother 3 participants felt simi
larly and yet another 3 leaned in the opposite direction; the latter tended to find
that close-ups seldom hu rt the visual perspective o f dance.
T he third Likert-item was "The artistic value of the choreography has been
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protected in th e way dance has been shot in th e past." T he majority of surveyed
choreographers found that th e artistic value o f choreography had "not" b een p ro 
tected in th e way dance had been shot in the past. Two out of the 15 surveyed
w ere neutral and 2 felt strongly that the dances on film o r television had been
captured with the artistic value of the choreography in tack. A large percentage
o f participants tended to believe that dance, in the past, was n o t shot to portray
its artistic value: 46% held this opinion and 13% held this opinion strongly.
T he fourth Likert-item was "Prior to shooting, m ore effort goes into con
structing the dance than into constructing the visual perspective (e.g., cam era
angles, framing, cam era m ovem ent, etc.)." Again, the surveyed responses w ere var
ied. O ne surveyed choreographer was neutral, one had no response, and only one
felt strongly that p rio r to shooting, m ore effort goes into constructing the visual
perspective than into constructing the dance. O ver 50% of the surveyed choreog
raphers tended to agree o r strongly agree that m ore effort goes into constructing
the dance, during pre-production.
The fifth Likert-item was "In collaborative productions, it is p referred that
the film/TV director choose the visual perspective for the choreography." W hen
collaborating, m ost o f the surveyed choreographers did not p refer that the
film/TV director choose the visual perspective of the dance.

Twenty p ercen t

strongly felt this way. N one o f the participants held a strong preference for the
film/TV director choosing the visual perspective for the choreography. O ne p ar
ticipant indicated that in collaborative situations he/she prefers the director to
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direct the way th e dance is captured. Twenty p ercen t o f th e respondents w ere
neutral. O ne choreographer had no response.
T he sixth Likert-item was "It is b etter to choreograph the m ovem ent and
then define the visual perspective of the choreography through film o r video than
to choreograph the m ovem ent while choosing th e visual perspective o f the cam era
simultaneously."

F o u r out o f the 15 participants disagreed with the statem ent.

T hirteen p ercen t held this sam e opinion m ore strongly. A n o th er 13% held no
opinion at all. T h ree choreographers w ere neutral. T h ere was one participant
who agreed that the two should not be developed sim ultaneously, and 20%
strongly agreed th at the dance should be choreographed and then the visual p e r
spective should be defined.
T he seventh Likert-item was "The choreographer’s suggestions for shooting
their dances are always utilized by the film/TV director." Close to 50% of those
surveyed found that film or television directors do not utilize the suggestions of
the choreographer; and 20% of those surveyed held this perception even stronger.
N one of the surveyed choreographers "strongly agreed" that the director utilizes
such. Only one "agreed." O ne participant did not respond.
T he eighth Likert-item was "Most film and television choreographers have
m ade it their business to learn m ore and m ore about the technical side of film
and television production." O ne participant chose n o t to respond to the state
m ent. O ne disagreed that m ost film and television choreographers have m ade it
their business to learn m ore and m ore about the technical side o f the film and
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television production. O ne-fourth of those surveyed strongly agreed th at their
colleagues have m ade it their business to increase their awareness in these areas,
close to one-half simply agreed, and a little over one-tenth stood neutral on this
topic.
T he ninth Likert-item was "The m ore technical know ledge in film and video
production one has, the b e tte r one can use the m edia o f film and television
creatively." This was one statem ent for which all of the surveyed choreographers
held similar opinions. O ne-third of those surveyed agreed that m ore technical
know ledge lends a b e tte r creative usage of an electronic m edia. T he o th er twothirds of the surveyed choreographers strongly agreed that one can use th e m edia
o f film and television m ore creatively, the stronger his/her technical background
in these areas.
T he ten th Likert-item was "C horeographers are generally satisfied with the
way others edit their choreography." Three-fourths of the surveyed choreogra
phers did n o t believe th at film and television choreographers tend to be satisfied
with the way their dances are edited. Seventy-three p ercen t of those strongly dis
agreed and 20% disagreed with the statem ent.
T here was an open-ended portion to section III for which two participants
responded. T heir responses provided a m ore personal view into the film and/or
television choreographers’ feelings regarding production m ethods and techniques.
They w ere asked to describe b o th positive and negative im pressions gained from
working with the m edia o f film and/or television. O ne person stated that, "It is
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m ore often th at I w ork with people who have never shot dance before." T he
other choreographer wrote:
T he technical sides o f dance and m edia are totally incom patible if one
is doing precise technical dancing (ballet). Lighting takes an hour
m ore than planned, dancers muscles are cold = bad dancing. Takes
are short, so that th e viewer doesn’t lose visual interest; although the
dancer, in doing very sh o rt (30 second) sequences, never has the
attack and m om entum th a t m akes for good dancing. In o rd er n o t to
go o u t of fram e in very precise cam era dance work, the dancer has to
be so obedient to a precision that cannot be varied even an inch and
that ruins m om entum and attack and again, good dancing is lost.
Given my experience I will never again m ake m edia dances b u t only
docum entaries w here th e cam era adapts som ew hat to th e spatial and
tim e needs of good dancing.
Overall, the instrum ent’s third section was highly d ep en d en t on a significant
return rate for the results to b e of any general predictive value. In addition, it
was im portant for everyone who did respond to respond to all the item s. This did
not happen. However, th ere w ere 3 questions out of 10 for which a large m ajor
ity of the participants felt similarly. One, 73% strongly disagreed and 20% disa
greed that, "C horeographers are generally satisfied with the way others edit their
choreography." Two, 45% strongly agreed and 40% agreed that, "Most often a
full-figured view of the dancer(s) is the best way to shoot dance. T hree, 66%
strongly agreed, and 33% agreed that, "The m ore technical know ledge in film and
video production one has, the b e tte r one can use the m edia of film and television
creatively."
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Survey P art IV: Opinions Regarding Production

M ethods and Techniques

This section o f the survey instrum ent contained both open- and closedended questions. T he choreographers w ere asked to p u t themselves in a situation
w here if they could com m unicate to powers that be, w hat would their opinions be
regarding specific elem ents o f production. A Likert-type scale was used for the
closed-ended items. T h e open-ended item s asked them to provide recom m enda
tions that they believed would increase the effectiveness of dance as it is captured
on film and/or television.
Item num ber 1 was, "In planning for the cam era and planning for editing,
there has been a reasonable am ount of time provided to capture your dances p ro 
perly." O ne choreographer who strongly disagreed th at his/her experiences had
been such that there was a reasonable am ount o f planning tim e for the cam era
and for editing said: "Enorm ous care in understanding angle and timing, in know
ing the choreography and how it m akes its m eaning felt, is essential." A nother
who strongly disagreed w rote, "I feel that unless th e dance segm ent of th e film
sequence is the featured subject, that choreographers always have to com prom ise.
My suggestion is that directors learn m ore about dance."
Six surveyed choreographers disagreed with the statem ent regarding reason
able tim e for cam era and editing planning. T heir com m ents were:
"Generally video people are not prepared.

W hy-laziness, disinterest.
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R ecom m endation--that m ore dancers get behind the camera";
"Time is m oney-film and T V is a m ore expensive m edium than the stage,
directors believe that dance is the same as dram a--bodies are bodies";
Planning for the cam era and for editing is "usually scheduled too short thus
all w ork is done too quickly";
"Quick shoots, n o t enough time to explore possibilities"; and
"M ore attention to the rhythm o f the dance piece w ould result in cam era
moves that flow with the dance rath er than stock set-ups o r cam era angles and
moves th at w ork against the choreography."
T he neutral responses w ere as follows:
"It depends on the director and how much o f his/her ego will allow collabor
ation";
"I’ve b een in both situations-enough time and too little. It’s th e crew that
counts. A professional and savvy team can do anything in the tim e allotted"; and
"There’s never enough time!"
T he majority of the choreographers did not find that th ere had been reason
able planning tim e for the cam era and for editing, although th ree surveyed had
am ple tim e for such planning. Those who held the minority response did not
expand on their opinions although those who com m ented as to why they held
neutral opinions provided a great deal of insight in that they brought light to the
fact that "reasonable time" may be relative and determ ined by factors such as the
ego o f the director or a savvy crew.
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Item num ber 2 stated:

"In film and television productions, th e need for

rehearsal tim e with the cam era has been underestim ated."
A large majority o f those surveyed found that the need for rehearsal tim e
with the cam era, in film and television productions, has been underestim ated.
N one o f the choreographers believed the am ount of rehearsal tim e to have been
planned for appropriately. O ne person did not indicate a closed-end response but
he/she wrote: "Not generally. W e all know that big studio tim e is enorm ously
expensive. O ne m ust plan very precisely beforehand." Eight participants agreed
and four strongly agreed with question 2 in section four. Two participants felt
neutral.
O ne choreographer who responded neutral wrote:
Com pletely dependent on the budget. This is a hypothetical dream
question. F o r independent free-lance choreographers you m ust b e
willing to deal with w hat’s given to y o u -n o t com e into a production
with dem ands and expectations.
O f the eight who responded agree, five had com m ents. They w ere
as follows:
"Always needs m ore time";
"Rehearsal with cam era is always too short";
"At least 2.5 or 3 hours is needed with the cam era prior to shoot";
"Lack of understanding"; and
"Usually because of costs th e tim e factor is such that sufficient cam era time
is not available that should be taken into consideration w hen scheduling."
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T h ree of four who strongly agreed provided additional inform ation. O ne
choreographer stated, simply, "Ditto."

A n o th er said, "Most cam era-oriented

artists do n o t know enough about dance." T he third believed that, "Most people
do not have a clue o r the tim e needed to block and shoot dance." Overall the
open-ended responses indicate that reasons for underestim ated tim e allotted to
rehearse the shooting o f dance in film and television productions is based on
eith er budget/expensive rental fees or lack of understanding as to w hat kind of
tim e is appropriate.
Item num ber 3 stated, "Close-ups of the face should only be shot when the
choreographer feels it will enhance the view of the choreography."
Only one choreographer strongly disagreed. This person has found that
close-ups of the face should n o t be the choice of the choreographer for the p u r
pose of enhancing the choreography only. "Planned C U ’s are essential for pacing
(note ’All T h at Jazz’)."
O ne participant who disagreed asked two questions, one, "The view of the
choreography?" and two, "or th e overall perform ance?" Obviously th ere is a differ
ence as to which the choreographer would w ant to enhance. T he o th er partici
p an t who also disagreed said:
U nless the choreographer is directing, the director will always dictate
the reaction shots. In a good collaborative team the director will w el
com e the choreographer’s suggestions.
B oth those who w ere neutral and those who agreed did n o t respond to the
open-end portion o f this question, although th e four choreographers w ho did not
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respond to the closed-end portions of this question did respond in w ritten com 
m ents. O ne person placed th e responsibility for the close-up on choreographing
"for" the medium:
"Dances should b e choreographed for the cam era which m eans places for
close-ups and long shots."
A no th er choreographer focused on an im portant issue n o t im plied: "A fine
director can help a lot on this. Close-ups on th e face require careful lighting."
A nd a participant w rote, "Again, dep en d en t com pletely on w hat you’re
doing. Som etim es a director’s instinct for ’going in’ on th e subject looks wrong
at the m om ent but ends up being right in the final product."
T he fourth com m ent was, "It depends on w hether the rhythm o f the closeup adds to the dance m eaning or is a fake way of m aking visual variety."
T here w ere com m ents from two of the four participants who strongly
agreed. T he first com m ent was that "dance is B O D Y movement." T he second
com m ent was that, "Close-ups have to be inserted only when it will n o t interfere
with the over all choreography. However, they are necessary as T V and video
and such are, rem oved m ethods. A udiences need intimacy."
"The best post-production editing o f dance occurs when the editing is a col
laborative effort betw een the director/editor and the choreographer" was the
fourth closed-ended item.
O ver half o f those surveyed strongly agreed that the best post-production
editing of dance occurs when the editing is a collaborative effort betw een the
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director/editor and the choreographer. No one strongly disagreed and only one
person disagreed. This person believed that if this kind o f collaborative editing
w ere to occur, "You would have a dead choreographer, editor, and director."
O ne participant responded neutral: "Sometimes the director and/or choreogra
p h er lack the ability." O ther than these two reasons that do n o t com pletely sup
p o rt collaborative editing of dance by the director/editor and the choreographer,
the m ajority w ere in agreem ent.
A response from one who strongly agreed was "It’s obvious."

A nother

w rote, "If the director listened to the choreographer and his/her reasons (why),
there will be good results." T he final com m ent from those who strongly agreed
read, "Few editors really know w hat they are doing when it com es to music and
dance on film/ videotape."
T he two participants who did not respond to the closed-end portion of this
question did provide enlightening inform ation regarding collaboration betw een the
director/editor and the choreographer in post-production editing. "Likely though
a great director/editor which I once w orked with, nam ed H inton of BBC and
LW TV, had a great sense of proportion and feeling for dance."
T he o th er choreographer found that it "depends who you’re working with.
I ’ve had m onsters and ego maniacs to w ork with and also sensitive and know
ledgeable directors."
Though the majority felt strongly that collaboration is the b est for editing
the F/T/V & D product, som e com m ents indicate that variables exist th a t can also
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hinder this process.
Overall, the instrum ent’s fourth section offered a good understanding of the
working choreographers’ perspective because o f the responses received in the
open-end portion of the four questions. These responses often shed new light on
the stage of production, m ethod, or technique; and som etim es the question.
Though this portion o f the survey was also in need of a larger response rate in
ord er to w arrant general predictive value, the com m ents provided by the surveyed
choreographers provide insight from the lives of those working in F/T/V & D
products.

Sum m aiy of P art II

Fifteen choreographers responded to the survey. T heir backgrounds varied
considerably. T he m ost frequent shooting form at used by the participants was the
m ultiple video cam era form at.

Fifty p ercen t never choreograph and direct,

although two participants choreograph and direct always. Only one choreogra
p h er had form al classes in film or television production. Primarily, the others
w ere self-taught.
T he respondents’ working situations also w ere varied. O ne- fourth o f those
surveyed have had little to no control over the directing of their dances for film
or television. T he oth er three- fourths tended to experience shared control situa
tions. A lthough over half of the participants would p refer total control, and the
others consider sharing th e directing responsibilities m ost ideal. Forty p ercen t of
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the choreographers always specified the cam era m ovem ent. Two choreographers
always planned for editing points. Only two choreographers always served as the
editor for 50% of his/her dances.

T here w ere also two choreographers who

drafted shooting plans before the dance was com pletely choreographed.
T he participants’ feelings tow ard production m ethods and techniques were
similar. A large percentage felt that the full-figured view o f the dancer(s) was
m ost often the best way to shoot dance; and in the past dance was n o t shot to
portray its artistic value. Seventy p ercen t o f the surveyed choreographers found
that film and television directors did not use the choreographer’s suggestions for
shooting dance. T hree-fourths of the respondents did not believe that choreogra
phers are generally satisfied with the way others edit their choreography.
T he open-end portion o f the survey allowed the choreographers to express
their opinions regarding production m ethods and techniques. T he respondents
think that m ore tim e for planning the cam era and editing is essential, due to the
intricacies involved in dance itself. They found that m ore tim e should be allo
cated to rehearsals with the cam era as well. T he surveyed choreographers u n d er
stood the purpose of close-ups.

Specifically they found them useful w hen it

helped the pacing, rhythm, or variety of shots while not interfering with the over
all presentation of the choreography. T he majority o f the participants strongly
agreed that the best post production editing of dance occurs w hen the editing is
a collaborative effort betw een the director/editor and the choreographer.
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C H A P T E R IV

C O N CLU SIO N S A N D R E C O M M E N D A T IO N S

T h e purpose o f this chapter is to discuss th e implications of th e historical
and em pirical findings. T he statem ent o f the problem , "A dance choreographer’s
lack o f knowledge o f film, television, or video theory and technology, particularly
the capabilities of th e cam era and m ontage, restricts choreographic com m unica
tion via the film, television, or video medium," seem s to have som e validity in light
of several successful choreographers’ reported early experiences in film and te le
vision. In addition to this general conclusion, three prim ary conclusions and five
secondary conclusions will be presented. Suggestions for fu rth er study in F/T/V
& D will also be provided.

Prim ary Conclusions

T h ree prim aiy conclusions can be derived from this study:
1. Historically, the choreographers of critically acclaimed dance film or tele
vision products understood m ajor principles for shooting and m ontage; and
2. Choreographers who expanded their knowledge of film or television p ro 
duction theory and technology assum ed m ore control over directing and editing;
3. M ost of the surveyed choreographers perceived the com municative value
of their dances to increase with th eir increased participation in production aspects
81
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o th er than dance.
T he prim ary conclusions, together, indicate that once choreographers gained
theoretical and/or technical know ledge in shooting and editing, th e communicative
quality o f their dances via film or television began to improve. O nce choreogra
phers understood shooting and editing principles they becam e confident in their
ability to direct and supervise the editing. They then perform ed such roles. They
believed th at the input they provided in these roles helped to p resen t their dances
m ore effectively. Yet, w ithout knowledge in production aspects o th er than chor
eography, they did n o t direct, control the editing, or perceive th eir dances to have
com m unicated th eir choreographic in tent (through film o r television o r video.)

Secondary Conclusions

T he five secondary conclusions are:
1. T he collaborative production process historically tended to produce F/T/V
& D products that fully com m unicated the choreographic intent;
2. Historically, choreographers who have assumed m ore directing and editing
responsibilities have produced higher quality F/T/V & D products;
3. M ost of the surveyed choreographers gained film or video o r television
production knowledge by self-taught means;
4. D efinition o f the cam era’s view lends the optim um results (unless the
"chance m ethod" of shooting and editing is em ployed); and
5. Planning for editing is essential.
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N um ber O ne

"The collaborative production process historically tended to p roduce F fT fV
& D products th a t fully com m unicated th e choreographic intent." This occurred
basically because the choreographer was allowed input. T he "Integrated D ance
Musical" provided Hollywood choreographers with th e opportunity to have som e
kind of say regarding how their dances w ere presented. T he "Dance in America"
television series allowed m odern dance and ballet choreographers the sam e
opportunity. From the "Integrated D ance Musical," "Dance in America," and the
cine-dance projects, the collaborative process generated the m ost critically ack
now ledged F /T /V & D works o f art. However, as the survey findings report, the
collaborative m ethod can be a favorable and som etim es a difficult m ethod of
working. Achievem ents in choreographic com m unication on F /T /V & D have also
been the result of the choreographer assuming m ore directing responsibility.

N um ber Two

"Historically, choreographers who have assum ed m ore directing and editing
responsibilities have produced higher quality F /T /V & D products." Obviously,
the viewing audiences determ ine what they like best. Both the popular and the
critical consensus recognized th e work of choreographer/directors G ene Kelly,
F red A staire, and Bob Fosse as classics. It was when the choreographers’ discon
te n t m otivated them to obtain th e ability to determ ine th e cam era’s view as well
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as the edited view o f their choreography that dance on film p resen ted th e opti
m um visual perspectives of th e choreography. T he m ore involved the choreogra
p h er becam e in the decision-making, the m ore the aesthetics of dance w ere fully
represented in th e final edited version.

N um ber T h ree

"Most choreographers have gained F /T /V & D production know ledge by
self-taught means." W hen th e need arose to clarify the com municative value of
choreographed m ovem ent, th e dance expert was forced to obtain expertise in
F/T/V & D making. Many of them did. Ninety-eight p ercen t of the surveyed
choreographers cam e to learn the F/T/V & D production process by teaching
themselves. Like them , dedicated choreographers w ere com pelled to expand their
production knowledge due m erely to their dissatisfaction with the way their
dances (on film or television) had been captured prior to their personal influence.
T he historical film choreographers, through trial and error, taught themselves
theories of m ontage, how to use the cam era, and special effects.

N um ber F our

"A clear definition of the cam era’s view lends the optim um results (unless
the ‘chance m eth o d ’ o f shooting and editing is employed)." Jack Cole w ent as far
as to only shoot w hat he found necessary and to elim inate excessive shooting for
the purpose of obtaining his m ost preferred view o f the dance. A staire always
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specified th at he b e shot in full figure. T h at view of dance was p referred by over
80% o f the surveyed participants. M ichael Kidd magnified the energy level o f his
dances on film simply by his choice of cam era angle. H e knew that som e angles
maximize the sense o f kinesthesia.
N oel Burch clearly illustrates that on-screen space is just as im portant as the
off-screen space. (Specifically, this is tru e w hen com posing shots for which both
areas o f space are utilized.) A rnheim proposed balancing the lines and directions
o f images in relation to the horizontal and vertical margins o f th e fram e, even
though the p ro p er balance is ultim ately determ ined by feeling. Thus, the chance
m ethod can be a creative tool w hen incorporating crafty m ontage sequences. If
the intent o f the scene is to bring focus to the juxtaposition o f the layering of
ideas as opposed to the juxtapositions of the dance, the chance m ethod can be
very effective. Otherwise it could detract from choreographic com munication.
Those surveyed desired m ore planning tim e for the use of the cam era. O ne
suggested that directors learn m ore about dancing. M ost would have p referred
to choose (o r assist in the choice of) the visual perspective that captured their
choreography as did Kidd, Astaire, Kelly, T harpe, Cunningham, Ballanchine, and
m ore.

N um ber Five

"Planning for editing is essential." A. prim ary reason that shots are planned
for editing is that tim e is money. A n efficient use o f time is m ost appreciated
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during th e editing process, suggests one o f the surveyed choreographers. T he
m ajority of those surveyed w ould have p referred th at m ore tim e b e allocated to
editing preparation. This would include planning shot com position for continuity.
T h ree m ain principles o f m ontage should be considered well before actual
editing occurs. O ne is continuity for m atching shots. A second is that any new
angle on the sam e subject m ust differ from the previous angle by at least 30
degrees. T hree, the change in cam era direction corresponds with a change in real
direction by the audience. Discontinuity from shot to shot bo th tem porally and
spatially can com m unicate an ellipsis which can create a flashback, artistic use of
repetition, or an effective use of static articulations. T he latter was m astered by
Sergei Eisenstein who created contrast through com plex juxtapositions for which
he analyzed and structured extensive edit plans.

R ecom m endations Regarding F /T /V & D In G eneral

T h ere is a need for m ore inform ation on actual experiences, in-depth
details, and feelings gained from specific, w orkable, as well as unworkable,
decisions. T he cause behind film or television trends for dance is an im portant
study that can lay out w hat it is viewers like and dislike and why. Why are the
traditional forms of dance (ballet, m odern, and jazz) not encom passing the vast
majority o f dance that is p resented on com m ercial film and television? Why do
sexually provocative forms of dance appear on film and television m ost often?
Why are series such as "American Bandstand," which utilize im provised and varied
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forms o f social dance forms, continually airing nationally and locally? D o people
born after 1970 know who F red A staire is and why he is a legend? T h ere are
num erous unansw ered questions concerning dance on film or television.

T he

international public’s view of dance on film and/or television is in n eed o f investi
gation just as m uch as we are in need o f accessibility to F/T/V & D inform ation.
T h ere have been choreographers who have learn ed through observing
directors and shooting procedures and experim entation and those who sought
form al training, yet none of the choreographers (film-makers o r critics) have
docum ented m ethods for shooting or editing dance. Kelly disclosed to Jerom e
D elam ater som e do’s and don’ts for particular situations. Cunningham discussed
his use o f tim e and space for his film "Locale" with R o b ert Coe. Ar thur Knight
has w ritten many articles describing the fates and fortunes o f F/T/V & D. A
guide, a notebook, a videotape, or an article for utilizing the visual m edia to cap
ture dance have n o t been published (to date). Fortunately, a couple o f w orkshops
on filming and videotaping dance have been advertised in dance publications since
1988.
In the 1980s th ere has b een a great popularity o f dance on film and televi
sion as seen by the longevity of television program s today with, for, o r about
dance ("Fame," "Dance Fever," "Solid Gold," and "Dance in America"), and the
degree to which dance is used in tele- vision com m ercials and music videos. A
list of all the dance program s which aired on television should exist. T he Screen
A ctors Guild (SA G ) or the A m erican F ederation for Television and R adio A rtists
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(A FT R A ) could research th e num ber of choreographers who are also in the
directors guild. Studies depicting the average incom e o f the A m erican choreogra
p h e r for his/her w ork on film o r television would provide the public with the sad,
eye-opening, reality regarding the deficiencies in the job m arket for dance-related
skills.
R esearch in higher education can explore the field of F/17V & D m ore
extensively in term s of practical (hands-on) orientations o r theoretical orientations
necessary for dancers or choreographers. T he kind of attention th at is placed on
F/T/V & D working situations o r the history o f film or television choreographers
should be studied as well as the origins of dance, the pioneers o f m odern dance,
o r the m ost influential choreographers in ballet in the tw entieth century. F o r
dancers and choreographers in higher education to be exposed to film and or
video production m ethods, and for them to learn the visual capabilities o f these
m edia can help to produce artists th at can utilize such m edia effectively for dance.
O ver a period of time, this would further im prove the standards and quality of
F/T/V & D.
It w ould b e intriguing to investigate th e tim e efficiency in which dances have
been produced: in particular, th e relationship of the am ount of m oney spent for
each m ode and elem ent of production. Again, SAG and A F T R A could im plem ent
research in this area. It would help determ ine the prim ary expenditure(s) neces
sary for producing quality F/T/V & D products.
Technological advancem ents are utilized to enhance the quality of sports on
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television because sports are m ore com mercially accepted by the A m erican public,
while m odern, ballet, and jazz dance forms are not a highly com mercially m ark et
able com modities. Sports has a television audience and is therefore the recipient
of m ore air tim e as well as exciting innovations for presenting it with quality. F o r
exam ple, in o rd er to provide the viewer the player’s perspective th ere is a cam era
placed in the helm ets o f hockey and football players.
As a career choice, why parents tend to encourage their children tow ard
sports in com parison to the arts, would be an enlightening essay. T he effects of
the m ale-dom inated society could be an investigative angle, in term s of viewer
popularity or participant popularity. T he idea that sports, th e com petitive form
o f physical entertainm ent, versus dance, the non-com petitive form of physical
entertainm ent, seem s to have a large viewership and large num bers o f partici
pants. Why is this so? Sports versus the arts is a professional, educational, and
psychological concern affecting this society.
D ance was a ritual in early civilized cultures and is still held in high regard
by som e societies. In Russia, and som e countries in Africa, dance is sacred and
dancers are treated as royalty. Based on the athletic orientation provided through
extracurricular activities, social sporting com petition, and professional sports the
com petitive physical activity has becom e the ritual for A m erican society.
Again, very little is docum ented on F /T /V & D. This indicates the need for
m ore research in the field, particularly regarding the role of the choreographer
in the many different kinds of film and or television program form ats. Exposing
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film, television, and video production theory and techniques utilized for specific
styles o f dance can assist producers, directors, and editors who lack experiences
relating to dance. T he m asses’ orientation to the art of dance making is minimal
and even few er facts on the art of film or television dance making are reported.
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(Please mail com pleted questionnaire before M ay 30, 1986, to be included in
the study. If received after M ay 30, 1986, retu rn im m ediately.)

A SU R V E Y O F T H E F IL M & T E L E V IS IO N
C H O R E O G R A P H IC E X P E R IE N C E

IN ST R U C T IO N S:

Please circle, or place a check next to th e best response.
If m ore than one response applies, th en num ber each
response with "1" being the m ost. F eel free to use th e
back of th e questionnaire to expand on your responses
and/or experience. N o identification is necessaiy -y o u r
responses are anonymous.

T he questionnaire contains four sections:
1)

Y O U R C H O R E O G R A P H IC B A C K G R O U N D

2)

Y O U R TY PIC A L W O R K IN G SIT U A T IO N

3)

Y O U R F E E L IN G S R E G A R D IN G P R O D U C T IO N
M E T H O D S A N D T E C H N IQ U E S

4)

Y O U R SU G G ESTIO N S F O R IM P R O V IN G
P R O D U C T IO N M E T H O D S A N D T E C H N IQ U E S

T hank you very m uch for your participation!
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YOUR CH OREOG RA PHIC BACKGROUND
Which set of numbers corresponds to your years of work as a professional
choreographer?
1-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

17-20

21-24

25-29

30 or more

In your career, what percent of y o u r.. .
(Write a percentage [i.e., 0, 10%, 15%,....100%] in for each of the following items:)
choreography has been for film and/or television?
choreography for film and/or television has been stage adaptations?
dances have you choreographed and also directed for film and/or
television?
dance have you choreographed and also edited the footage for films
and/or television?
Of the following film and/or video "program formats," rank the three that you have
choreographed the most (1 being the most, 3 being the least).
commercial feature films (musicals and non-musicals)
TV commercials
TV variety shows/TV specials
television series
music videos
educational/experimental/non-commercial films and videotapes
industrial films and videotapes
o th e r_____________________________________
Rank the first and the second shooting formats that you have choreographed for most
often (1 being the most).
multi-camera video
single camera/video

___ multi-camera/film
___ single motion picture camera

Rank order the following ways you have come to learn the "technical side" of the film
and television media (1 being the most; mark "X" if the response does not apply).
self-taught (books, on-the-job observation, etc.)
one-to-one instruction from media colleague(s)
professional workshops/seminars
formal college classes in film or video
other
Estimate the percent of Professional Publications you have read within the last two
years (the total must not exceed 100%).
% dance related

% film/TV production theory & technology
related

Check the film and/or video equipment you can operate by yourself reasonably well.
motion picture cameras
film editing equipment
videotape recorders
"framing optical loop"

___
___
___
___

TV cameras
TV editing equipment
video switcher
o th e r__________________
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YOUR TYPICAL WORKING SITUATION
Looking back over your career in film and television, what has been the most
common (1), and the next most common (2) working situations?
choreograph and direct the cameras (total control)
choreograph, but collaborate closely with the film/TV director (shared
control)
choreograph with limited input in shooting (limited control)
choreograph only--fiIm/TV director really controls the shooting (little or no
control)
Which of the following would you prefer to be the more common working situation?
choreograph and direct the cameras (total control)
choreograph, but collaborate closely with the film/TV director (shared
control)
choreograph with limited input in shooting (limited control)
choreograph only-film/TV director really controls the shooting (little or no
control)
In regard to your choreography for film & television, how often do you. . .
NEVER
1
...choose the camera angles?...................................... 0
...choose what is to be in a frame?............................. 0 1
...specify particular camera movement?...................... 0 1
...plan for definite editing points?.............................. 0
1
...use a framing device during rehearsals
to visualize shots?
0
1
...videotape rehearsals before final shoot day?
0
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

ALWAYS
5
6
5
6
5
6
5 6

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

How often is planning for individual camera shots. . .
...discussed with the director well in
advance to shooting?
...done by you alone, after the movement is set?
...conceived on paper (by you) before the
movement is done?
...done by you as the movement is being
choreographed?

0
0

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

6
6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

In post production after your dances have been shot, how often have you served in
each of the following role? (Be sure to consider your entire career and estimate the
percentages.)
the film/TV editor
an adviser to the editor/director
present in the editing suite and able to make comments
one who can see the "rough cuts" and make suggestions
not involved in the editing process
%100
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YOUR FEELINGS REGARDING PRODUCTION
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
(circle one)
Strongly Disagree-SD

Disagree--D

Neutral--N

Agree--A

Strongly A gree-SA

Most often, a full figured view of the dancer(s) is the best way to shoot dance.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Close-ups seldom hurt the visual perspective of dance.
SD

D

N

A

SA

The artistic value of the choreography has been protected in the way dance has been
shot in the past.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Prior to shooting, more effort goes into constructing the dance than into constructing
the visual perspective (e.g., camera angles, framing, camera movement, etc.).
SD

D

N

A

SA

In collaborative productions, it is preferred that the film/TV director choose the visual
perspective for the choreography.
SD

D

N

A

SA

It is better to choreograph the movement and then define the visual perspective of
the choreography through film or video than to choreograph the movement while
choosing the visual perspective of the camera simultaneously.
SD

D

N

A

SA

The choreographer’s suggestions for shooting their dances are always utilized by the
film/TV director.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Most film and television choreographers have made it their business to learn more
and more about the technical side of film and television production.
SD

D

N

A

SA

The more technical knowledge in film and video production one has, the better one
can use the media of film and television creatively.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Choreographers are generally satisfied with the way others edit their choreography.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Please feel free to describe both positive and negative expressions gained from
working with the media of film and/or television! (Use the reverse side.)
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YOUR SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING PRODUCTION
METHODS AND TECHNIQUES
If you could communicate to the powers that be, what would be your opinion
regarding the following elements of production? What recommendations would you
provide to increase the effectiveness of dance as it is captured on film and/or
television?
In planning for the camera and planning for editing, there has been a reasonable
amount of time provided to capture your dances properly.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Explain why/why not/any recommendations.

In film and television productions, the need for rehearsal time with the camera has
been underestimated.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Explain why/why not/any recommendations.

Close-ups of the face should only be shot when the choreographer feels it will
enhance the view of the choreography.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Explain why/why not/any recommendations.

The best post-production editing of dance occurs when the editing is a collaborative
effort between the director/editor and the choreographer.
SD

D

N

A

SA

Explain why/why not/any recommendations.
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SEC TIO N I

1-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

17-20

21-24

25-29

30 +

13%

26%

20%

20%

0%

6%

0%

13%

f/TV

ad ap

d ir

ed

35.3%

14%

22%

17%

90-10

8/0s

0%

0%

total

1

2

3

fea

25%

13%

6%

6%

T V comm

39%

13%

6%

20%

T V var

58%

6%

26%

20%

T V ser

6%

0%

0%

6%

mv

45%

26%

6%

0%

13%

ed/ex

59%

20%

13%

20%

6%

ind

13%

0%

0%

13%

oth

0

0

0

0

total

1

2

mul/vid

86%

40%

46%

sin/vid

19%

13%

6%

mul/fil

52%

26%

20%

sin/fil

32%

26%

6%

X

6%

0

3

6%
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SECTION I-continued

total

1

self

98%

ltol

•

Other responses:

2

3

86%

6%

6%

performing

45%

6%

26%

13%

working professionally

pro

12%

6%

6%

form

12%

0%

6%

6%

operator, and tape

oth

18%

6%

6%

6%

operator

as director, camera

dance related

37.8%

f/TV related

24%

film
cam

film edit

video
recorder

frame
loop

TV cam

TV edit

switcher

other

20%

40%

80%

6%

40%

33%

13%

0%
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SECTION II
total

1-most common

2-next common

total control

12%

6%

6%

shared control

93%

73%

20%

limited control

59%

13%

46%

little/no control

26%

13%

13%

total control

66%

53%

13%

shared control

59%

46%

13%

limited control

0

0

0

little/no control

0

0

0

Preference

never
0

1

2

3

4

5

always
6

choose cam angle

0%

20%

13%

40%

6%

20%

0%

choose framing

6%

6%

13%

13%

6%

33%

20%

specify cam movement

13%

20%

0%

13%

33%

13%

40%

plan edit points

20%

0%

0%

13%

6%

46%

13%

use framing device

26%

20%

6%

0%

0%

6%

33%

video prior to shoot

20%

6%

20%

6%

20%

6%

20%

discuss shooting w/ dir.

0%

0%

13%

20%

6%

26%

33%

plan cam after dance is set

6%

33%

6%

13%

20%

6%

6%

6%

plan cam on paper before
dance is set

6%

6%

33%

6%

13%

13%

13%

6%

plan cam while choreographing

6%

6%

0%

20%

13%

0%

40%

13%

editor

8.3%

advisor to editor

29%

present during the editing

25%

makes suggestions after the rough cuts

10.6%

not involved

22.3%

no
response

6%
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SECTION I

1-4

5-8

9-12

13-16

17-20

21-24

25-29

30 +

2

4

3

3

0

1

0

2

% Dances for film
and television

% Stage adaptations
for film or TV

% Choreographed
& directed

% Choreographed
& edited

10

50

100

25

50

50

0

0

15

50

30

85

65

0

10

15

90

0

30

30

25

10

15

10

25

0

35

0

80

5

100

15

10

0

0

0

10

0

0

0

20

0

10

20

50

0

0

15

10

20

0

0

60

0

0

40

25

25

0

0
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SECTION I-continued

1

2

3

features

2

1

1

TV commercials

2

1

3

TV variety & special

1

4

3

TV series

0

0

1

music videos

4

1

0

2

educational/experimental

3

2

3

1

industrials

0

0

2

other

0

0

0

multiple video cameras

6

7

single video camera

2

1

multiple film cameras

4

3

single film camera

4

1

self taught

13

1

1 to 1

1

4

professional

1

1

formal classes

1

1

other

1

1

X

1

1

1-4
2

1

dance related (% )

0

50

10

10

30

85

0

2

90

10

70

60

50

60

40

film /TV related (%)

0

0

75

0

70

15

25

30

0

5

30

40

0

10

60

film cam

film edit
equipment

video cam

framing
loop

TV cam

TV editing
equipment

switcher

other

3

6

12

1

6

5

2

0
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SEC T IO N II
1

2

total control

1

1

shared control

11

3

limited control

2

7

little/no control

2

2

total control

8

2

shared control

7

2

limited control

0

0

little/no control

0

0

Preference

never
0

1

2

3

4

5

always
6

choose camera angle

0

3

2

6

1

3

0

choose framing

1

1

2

2

1

5

3

specify camera movement

2

3

0

2

5

2

6

plan editing points

3

0

0

2

1

7

2

use framing devices

4

3

1

0

0

1

5

videotape prior to shooting

3

1

3

1

3

1

3

discuss shooting w/ director

0

0

2

3

1

4

5

plan camera after dance is set

1

5

1

2

3

1

1

1

plan camera on paper before
dance is set

1

1

5

1

2

2

2

1

plan camera while choreographing

1

1

0

3

2

0

6

2

no
response

1

editor

0

0

0

0

10

5

0

5

0

50

30

0

25

0

0

advisor to

40

15

50

35

70

10

10

5

75

0

0

50

25

0

50

present during

60

10

0

35

0

70

10

30

0

50

0

50

35

0

25

make suggestions

0

0

40

30

10

10

10

25

0

0

10

0

15

0

10

not involved

0

75

10

0

10

5

0

35

25

0

60

0

0

100

15
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SE C T IO N III

No
R esponse

SD

D

N

A

SA

-

2

_

6

7

3

3

5

2

1

2

7

2

1

2

1

3

1

5

3

1

3

7

3

1

_

1

2

4

3

1

3

2

3

7

3

1

_

1

-

1

2

7

4

1

-

-

•

5

10

11

3

1

-

-

Strongly
D isagree

D isagree

N eutral

Agree

Strongly
Agree

0%

13%

0%

40%

46%

20%

20%

33%

13%

6%

13%

46%

13%

6%

13%

6%

20%

6%

33%

20%

6%

20%

46%

20%

6%

0%

6%

13%

26%

20%

6%

20%

13%

20%

46%

20%

6%

0%

6%

0%

6%

13%

46%

26%

6%

0%

0%

0%

33%

66%

73%

20%

6%

0%

0%

1

No
Response

6%
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